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PREFACE
Iii fintan4, dams have been and wili be constructed mainly for flood controt,
hydroetectric power production, water supply and flsh culture and for storing waste
detrimental to heatth or the environment. Most of Finiand dams have been buitt
since the Second World War. Regutar monitoring of safety of dams owned
by State power companies was started in 1962 and that of dams owned by the water
and environment administration iii 1972.
The Act and Decree on Dam Safety were enacted in 1984 to improve the safety of
ali dams, waste dams inciuded. For the execution of the dam safety iegistation,
a Dam Safety Code of Practice appiying the statutory regulations as practical guidelines
was issued in 1985. At the same time the dam safety regulations were extended to cover
ali old dams. JVhen the revised directives, now pubiished in English, were issued iii 1991,
ali dams had been submitted to a basic safety inspection, and orders had been given
to cany out any measures arising from the inspection. The revised Dam Safery Code of
Practice thus mainiy concentrates on dams under design and construction. Some aiterations
are foreseen in the administrative handling of the dam safety measures iii 1995
as a result of the current reform of the environmental administration.
Excluding two smali events iii the 1950s and 1960s, no water body dam failures
have occurred in Finland. Some incidents took place before and after the introduction of
the iegisiation, but in each case a hazard was prevented with rapid countermeasures.
Aimost 500 of Finiand dams are covered by the legisiation. Of these 80% are
water body dams and 20% waste dams. It is considered that iii an event of an accident,
36 of the dams would endanger human iife or heatth or cause considerabie damage
to the environment or property. Most of the dams are embankment dams, and
a few are massive concrete dams. Concrete structures have been used in association
with regulation structures. Some dams are provided with an ove:flow structure
for high flood.
B7hen considering the possibility of applying the Finnish dam safety model elsewhere,
it must be renzembered that Finland dtffers markedly from other countries in topography,
soil and climate but atso in administrative procedures and civit engineering practices.
Finland is a rather fiat country characterized by giacial formations. Typicai features
of the ctimate are the long, cold winters, the freezing of soil and the spring thaw.
The ground is tranquil seismicaliy, and earthquakes presenting a threat to dams do not
occur. Administration and engineering are of the same standard as in other western
industriaiized countries.
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The emphasis of Finnish dam safety is on the prevention of dam accidents and
on the effective reduction of hazards should it not be possibte to prevent an accident.
Careful design, construction and surveillance of dams and their appropriate maintenance
play a key role in preventing dam damage. Long—term changes iii conditions and
the ageing of structures can be taken into account with regutar safety monitoring.
Rare exceptional physical conditions, human error or some other cause (e.g. internal
erosion) may, nonetheless, stili lead to dam failure. The objective of the Finnish
dam safety system L to restrict any damage that might be caused by dam failure
and to prevent loss of human tife in the event of an accident. To achieve this
we must have ptans for the emergency repair of dams and for warning the downstream
poputation.
Kaj Bärlund
Director General
The National Board of Waters and the Environment
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1 Introduction
The authority of the National Board of Waters
and the Environment (NBWE) to issue the
Dam $afety Code of Practice is based on the
Dam Safety Act (413/84). Under the Act on
the measures conceming the rules and regula—
tions of authorities (573/89), guidelines are
general rules that are not prescriptive. The
Dam Safety Code of Practice has been com—
piled for the enforcement and supervision of
the Dam Safety Act (4 13/84) and Decree
(574/84). These guidelines replace the Dam
Safety Code of Practice issued by the National
Board of Waters on 22.3.1985 (Publication
series of the National Board of Waters No.
323/1985) and the supplementary Waste Dam
Safety Code of Practice (Publication series
No. 429/1986). These guidelines are to be
applied to dams that come within the scope of
the Dam Safety Act.
The Act and the provisions and regulations
issued thereunder, but not those referring to
the rescue services, shall he supewised by the
NBWE and the district administration subor—
dinate to it. The rescue services come under
the Ministry of the Interior and its administra—
tive authorities (provincial govemments and
municipal fire authorities).
For each dam subject to the Act the dam
owner or holder shall draw up a safety moni—
toring programme, which, depending on the
dam class, shall he approved by the NBWE (P
dams) or the water and environment districts
(N, 0 and T dams). As the dam class dictates
the properties required of dams, the class must
he established at the initial stage of planning
and, if necessary, supplemented with a hazard
risk assessment. Note, however, that due to
changes in local conditions or for some other
reason the class may change after completion
of the dam, e.g. an N dam may he redesig—
nated as a P dam. The programme may con—
tain both monitoring proper and regular in—
spections. For special reasons the NBWE may
exempt the body or person in question either
entirely or partly from the above monitoring
obiigation.
The dam qualification is established in a
commissioning inspection which entails at
least one field inspection before starting to
raise the water or other material to be
impounded. The chief designer or person with
the corresponding competence shall he re—
sponsible for arranging the commissioning
inspection. At their discretion, representatives
of the water and environment districts, and, at
least for the P dams, representatives of the
11
NBWE and fire authonty may participate in
the field inspections.
The dam owner or hoider shall store the
documents relevant to dam safety in a speciai
safety file.
A special site pian taking different poten—
tial accidents into account should be drawn up
for a P dam by the dam owner or hoider in
cooperation with the fire authority.
The dam safety measures are summarized
in Appendix 19.
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2 Legislation
2.1 DAM SAFETY ACT AND
DECREE
Dam Safety Act 1.6.1984/413
Section 1
With a view to securing and increasing safety,
the provisions of this Act shall apply to the
building and use of a dam.
Section 2
By a dam this Act means a dam mtended for
permanent use with the associated structures
and facilities regardless of the construction
materiais or methods or the type of substance
impounded in the basin.
Section 3
This Act shall be app]ied to a dam not Iess
than three metres high. The Act shall, however,
also be applied to a Iower dam, if the volume
of the substance lii the basin impounded by the
dam is so large or if the substance in the basin
is of such a type that in the event of ari acci—
dent it manifestly endangers human ]ife or
health or manifestly seriously endangers the
environment or property.
This Act shall not, however, refer to dams
subject to the provisions of the Mining Act
(503/65) or to a canal structure as referred to
in the Decree on Canal Structures (157/63).
This Act concerns cofferdams as applicable.
For these dams there is no need to compile and
store the safety file referred to under section 5.
Section 4
The constmction of a dam shall be carried out
such that in structure and strength it meets the
requirements that a safety risk shall not arise
from either the dam itself or its use.
The owner of a dam shal] be obliged to keep
the dam m a condition such that it is safe and
it wiII not cause a hazard or have damaging or
harmful effects on public or private interest.
Section 5
The dam owner or hoider shall store docu—
ments relevant to dam safety in a special safety
file.
The dam safety fi]e sha]J be kept in a place
where, if ffiere is a threat of ari accident, it is
readily accessible to those concerned and can
be inspected by the supervisory authorities
when necessary.
More detailed provisions on compiling the
safety file, on updating it to correspond to
changes in circumstances, and on acquiring and
compiling the supplementary data considered
necessary wilI be issued by decree.
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Sectinn 6
To reduce the risk of damage from a dam a
safety monitoring programme shaii be drafted
for each dam referred to in this Act.
The dam safety monitoring programme shail
be drafted by the dam owner or hoider. The
programme sliall be drafted ui such a manner
that ali the issues reievant to dam safety shali
be subjected to surveiilance and inspection.
The programme may mciude rules concern—
ing the actual surveillanee and the inspections
made at regular interva]s.
Section 7
The approval of the safety monitoring pro—
gramme or its amendments shall be decided by
the National Board of Waters and the Environ—
ment, or as provided by decree, by the water
and environment district.
The Nationa] Board of Waters and the En—
vironment may issue further instructions about
the compiiing of the monitoring programme or,
for a speciai reason, grant complete or partial
exemption from the monitoring obligation laid
down under section 6.
Appropriate records shail be kept of the
monitoring and inspections referred to in the
programme and they, as well as the monitoring
programme, shali be kept in the safety fiie
referred to under section 5.
Section 8
The provisions of section 28 of the Fire and
Rescue Service Act (559/75) apply to the obii—
gation to report and to act if a dam accident
occurs or is imminent.
Section 9
To determine and assess the risk arising from
a dam the National Board of Waters and the
Environment may order, whenever so required,
the party having the dam constructed, or the
dam owner or hoider to acquire or make an
assessment of the risk posed by the dam to
the downstream population and property in
particuiar (hazard risk assessment) and to
communicate the findings of the assessment
to the National Board of Waters and the En—
vironment, the provincial government, the re—
gional fire commander and the municipa] fire
authority.
A dam referred to in this Act that in the
event of an accident may manifestiy endanger
human life or heaith or manifestiy seriousiy
endanger the environment or property shail be
included as a risk site in the coordination pian
referred to in the Fire and Rescue Services
Act. The dam owner or hoider shal] be obiiged
to assist the fire authorities in drawing up the
pian, to draft the relevant assessments and
necessary action plans for his part, and to
acquire and maintain the faciiities and materi—
ais referred to in the action pian and to take
other measures to safeguard people and pro—
perty against the risk posed by the dam and to
participate in the impiementation of the action
pian.
The Nationa] Board of Waters and the En—
vironment may issue further inskuctions for the
drafting of the hazard risk assessment referred
to in paragraph 1 and for compiiing the assess—
ments and action pians referred to in paragraph
2.
Section 10
Supervision of this Act and the rules and regu—
iations issued by virtue of it, with the excepti—
on of the rescue service, shali be the responsi—
bility of the Nationai Board of Waters and the
Environment and the district administration
subordinate to it.
Section 11
In the event of non—compliance with the pro—
visions of sections 4 and 5 or the reguiations
issued by virtue of them, measures shall be
taken as applicabie as stated in the Water Act
(264/61) chapter 21 section 2, section 3 para—
graphs 1 and 2, and section 4.
If a dam or its ase, which cieariy takes piace
in violation of this Act or the provisions of the
Water Act or regu]ations issued by virtue of
them, directiy endangers pubiic safety, the
provisions of chapter 21 section 3 paragraph 3
shaii be observed as applicable. However, in
addition to the provincial government and
po]ice authority the National Board of Waters
and the Environment or the district adminis—
tration subordinate to it may take the necessary
measures.
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Section 12
A person who violates his duty referred to
under section 4 shall be sentenced to a line or
to imprisonment for a maximum of two years
for violating dam safety.
A person who neglects his duty referred to
under sections 6 and 7 or fails to submit the
monitoring programme refened 10 under secti—
on 16 paragraph 1 for approval by the set date
shall be sentence to a line or to imprisonment
for a maximum of six months for neglecting
the dam safety monitoring programme.
When the penalty provisions of this section
are applied the provisions of the Dam Safety
Act shall be valid to the extent stated for the
provisions of the Water Act.
Section 13
A person who violates this Act or the provi—
sions or regulations issued by virtue of it in Dam Safety Decree
cases other than those referred to under section
12 paragraphs 1 and 2 shall he sentenced to a . . 4 574
line or to imprisonment for a maximum of six
months for violating dam safety regulations.
Section 14
More detailed provisions on the impiementa—
tion and application of this Act wiII be issued
by decree.
Section 15
This Act wiJJ come into force on August 1,
1984.
Action can be taken to implement this Act
before it comes into force.
Section 16
II a dam was brought into use before August 1,
1984, the monitoring programme referred to
under sections 6 and 7 shall be submitted for
approval by the end of 1988. For an especially
grave reason the authority who, under section
7 paragraph 1, approves the dam monitoring
programme can grant an extension of the term.
The assessmenls and action plans to be made
by the dam owner or hoider referred to above
under section 9 shall then be compiled as soon
as conditions allow. (26.6.2987/616)
In the cases referred to under paragraph 1
the National Board of Waters and the Environ—
ment sha]J, however, before the completion of
the required hazard risk assessment, provide
the provincial government with the relevant
information about any dams that have been
completed or are under construction in the
province and for which the hazard referred to
under section 9 paragraph 2 is manifest even
without completion of the hazard risk assess—
ment.
For dams other than those referred to under
paragraph 2 and brought into use before the
impiementation of the Act the information
referred to under paragraph 2 shall be com—
municated to the provincial government once
the required hazard risk assessments have been
completed.
On the submission of the Minister of Agricul—
ture and Forestry, the following is enacted
under sections 5, 7 and 14 of the Dam Safety
Act issued on 1.6.1984(413/84):
Section 1
The height of a dam referred to under section
3 of the Dam Safety Act (413/84) shall be the
difference in height between the lowest point
of the extemal dam structure and the highest
intended surface for the impounded substance.
For a submerged dam the height shall be,
contrary to paragraph 1, the difference in
height between the ]owest point of the external
boundary of the dam and the dam crest.
Section 2
The safety file referred to under section 5 of
the Dam Safety Act shall contain to the extent
required by circumstances the following docu—
ments:
1) an account of the main dimensions of the
dam and dammed area and the hydmlogical
parameters used in planning;
2) a map of the area affected by the dam,
the ]ocation drawing of the dam, and drawings
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and documents of the dam structure ja so far
as they are needed to assess dam safety;
3) the safety monitoring programme with the
amendments referred to under sections 6 and 7
of the Dam Safety Act;
4) the monitoring and inspection records;
5) the Ietters from the authorities required te
be included in the ffle; and
6) the assessments and action pians referred
to under section 9 of the Dam $afety Act as
prescribed under Section 4.
Section 3
The safety monitoring programme referred to
under sections 6 and 7 of the Dam Safety Act
shall be drawn up iii good time before com—
p]etion of the dam so that it can be approved
for observation before the dam is brought into
use.
The safety monitoring programme of a dam
referred te under section 9 paragraph 2 of the
Dam Safety Act shaii be approved by the Na—
tional Board of Waters and the Environment.
The safety monitoring programme of other
dams and cofferdams shall be approved by the
water and environment district.
The proposal for a safety monitoring prog—
ramme shali be submitted to a water district
bureau.
Section 4
The assessments and action plans referred to
under section 9 paragraph 2 shall contain to the
extent dictated by circumstances:
1) a pian of measures te be taken wilh re—
gard to the water body and hydraulic structures
in the event of an accident;
2) an account of the materiais to be reserved
in advance in the event of an accident;
3) a description of the manner in which the
regional aiarm wiII be given and communica—
tion wilI be maintained with the regional alarm
centre;
4) information about the personnel of the
dam owner or ho]der available in the event of
an accident;
5) an account of other measures of the dam
owner or hoider necessary to protect people
and property in the event of an accident caused
by the damming; and
2.2 WATER ACT AND
DECREE
At Ieast the following parts of the Water Act
and Decree apply to dam safety.
6) in respect of waste dams, a description of
the type and quantity of the impounded subs—
tance.
Copies of the documents containing the
action plans and assessments referred to under
paragraph 1 shail be kept in the safety file of
the dam in question.
Section 5
The assessments and action plans referred te
under section 9 of the Dam Safety Act con—
cerning dams that wiii be brought into use after
the said Act has come into force shail be com—
piled so that they can be inciuded in the coor—
dination pian referred to under the Fire and
Rescue Service Act before the dam is brought
into use. If the National Board of Waters and
the Environment regards a dam to be brought
into use as one referred to under section 9
paragraph 2 of the Dam Safety Act it shall
inform the provincia] government thereof.
Likewise, the National Board of Waters and
the Environment shali inform the provincial
government if a dam, which was not previous—
ly considered as one referred to under section
9 paragraph 2 of the Dam Safety Act, is regar—
ded as such due to changes in conditions or for
some other reason.
Section 6
This Decree wiII come into force on August 1,
1984.
Water Act 19.5.1961/264
Chapter 2
General provisions concerning construction
in a water body
Construction and the conditions for it
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Section 1
Unless separate provisions have been enacted
for a certain measure, the provisions lii this
chapter conceni the constructing of a fixed or
non—fixed structure or building or other struc—
ture such as a dam, embankment, bridge, cable,
transport facility or jetty in a water body or
across it, cleaning, pile driving or filling in the
water body, excavating a new channel and
other similar activities as weII as the measures
referred 10 under chapter 1 section 15.
(30.4.1987/467)
Construction includes construction on Jand
that may cause a change in the water flow or
water ]evel of the water body.
Section 3
The construction work shall be done in such a
manner that the strength of the stmcture meets
reasonable requirements.
Beginning the construction work and
changfng the permit terms
Section 2$
Should compliance with the stipulations in the
permit granted under this Act cause inconve—
nience due to a change in conditions, these
stipulations can be amended if application is
made by the paTty suffering the inconvenience
or, if the inconvenience is against the public
interest, if the application is made by the ap—
propriate authority irrespective of the time
stated in section 27 of this chapter, provided
the amendment wi]1 not markedly diminish the
profit to be obtained from construction. The
assignee of the permit shall not be entitled to
compensation ftom the applicant either for a
loss of benefit caused by the amendment or for
the expenses, should they be of a minor nature.
Should the amendment to the permit referred
to in this section or the granting of new stipu—
Jations be necessary for reasons of safety, the
stipulations can be amended or new stipula—
tions can be issued irrespective of the change
in conditions, otherwise observing the pro—
visions of paragraph 1 (1.6.1984/414).
Structures made previously
Section 30
If before this Act comes into force a permit
has been granted 10 buUd in a water body
without at the same time stipu]ating what
should be taken account of 10 safeguard public
and private interest, which inc]udes the safety
of the structure, the structure shal] be used in
such a manner that harmfu] changes shall fbI
be caused unnecessarily in the waterway and
that the use of the water body for other pur—
poses shall be hampered as Iittle as possible.
(1.6.1984/414)
The Water Court may, on the application of
the owner of the structure, the paTty suffering
ftom its use or the appropriate authority issue
c]arifying stipulations for use of the structure,
ensuring, however, that the stipulations do not
significantly diminish the benefit derived from
the stmcture.
Maintenance and removal of the structure
Section 31
The owner of a structure built in a water body
shall be obliged lo maintain the structure so
that it will not cause danger or resuit in dam—
aging or harmfu] consequences that violate the
public or private interest.
Chapter 13
Penal provisions
Section 3
A person who neglects his obiigation based on
this Act or a provision issued by virtue of it to
maintain a dam or other structure in a water
body, an embankment, channel, canal or water
way constructed within or without a water
body or a facility, ditch, fiume or sewer asso—
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ciated with hydrological conditioning or regu—
lation of water flow in a water body shall be
sentenced to a fine or, if the negligence may
endanger another party or the property of anot—
her party, to imprisonment for a maximum of
six months.
Chapter 21
Special provisions
Section 1
The general supervision of the observance of
this Act and the rules and regulations issued by
virtue of it shall be the duty of the National
Board of Waters and the Environment and
water and environment districts. The Ministry
of the Environment and the Ministry of Agri—
culture and Forestry may issue the administra—
tion subordinate to these Ministries general
regulations and guidelines conceming super—
vision. (2.4.1990/308)
The loca] water board shall act as the local
supervisory authority, as provided in chapter
20 sections 3 and 8.
Punishable acts shall be dealt with by the
police authority and the public prosecutor as
part of their regular duties.
Section 2
If the supervisory authority referred to under
Section 1 of this chapter finds that the provisi—
ons of this Act or regulations issued by virtue
of them within his area of competence are not
observed, the authority shall, if the public good
so requires or if so informed by the interested
party, inform the public prosecutor or take
other measures to rectify what has been done
illegally or neglected.
On his own initiative or at the request of the
water court the supervisory authority shall be
entitled to inspect facilities, buildings and other
structures and to undertake the necessary in—
vestigations within lis area.
The inspections and investigations referred
to above under paragraph 2 shall be made, if
possible, without causing inconvenience to the
owner of the faci]ity or stmcture or disturbing
the activity of the enterprise and without bet—
raying any business or professional secrets.
Section 3
If a person makes an attempt or undertakes a
measure contrary to the provisions of this Act
or regulations issued by virtue of them or the
rules of the consortium referred to in this Act
or neglects his obligations as stated in the Act
or iii the said provisions or mies or othenvise
disregards the Act, the water court may, on the
notification of an authority or on application by
the party whose right or interest it concerns,
after the party in question has been given the
opportunity to provide an explanation, by im—
posing the threat of a fine or by threatening
that what has been neglected will be done at
the expense of the defaulting party, order that
what has been done i]legaiiy or neglected shall
be rectified. A supervisory authority or other
interested party can be authorized to undertake
the necessary action.
An appeal against the water court judgment
in a matter refened under paragraph 1 shal] be
brought before the Supreme Water Court, as
prescribed in chapter 17 section 1. The water
court may, on special grounds and despite
appeal, order the decision to be enforced. Once
an appeal has been made, the Supreme Water
Court may correspondingly order that the de—
cision subject to appeal be enforced before the
matter is resoived. The Supreme Water Court
may also ordain the enforcement order to have
expired. (5.4.1991/629)
If the above measure or default may mani—
festly endanger the life, health or property of
the other party or the public interest, the pro—
vincial government or the police authority shall
be empowered to take the necessary measures
to eliminate the danger. The decision of the
provincial govemnment cannot be appealed.
However, the party against which the measures
have been taken may on application appeal to
the water court as stated under paragraph 1.
If the maintenance obiigation of a structure
referred to in chapter 2 section 31 is neglected,
and the owner of the structure or the party
responsible for it cannot be identified without
difficulty, the water court may on application
entitle the supervisory authority referred to
under section 1 to take the necessary steps to
eliminate the inconvenience or danger at the
expense of the State. The provisions concer—
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Water Decree 6.4.1962/282
2.3 FIRE AND RESCUE
SERVICES ACT AND
DECREE
At Ieast the followmg parts of the Fire and
Rescue Service Act and Decree shall apply to
dam safety.
Fire and Rescue Services Act
4.7.1975/559
ning app]ication shall apply concerning the
handling of the matter, however, for the enfor—
cement the provisions concerning executive
assistance in paragraph 2 shali apply. (5.4.1991
/629)
Separate provisions have been enacted con—
cerning the competence of police authorities to
prevent crimes and to prosecute for them.
(1.6.1984/414)
Section 4
When the measure referred to under section 3
is underlaken by the authorities, the costs shall
be paid beforehand out of public funds, unless
otherwise ordered by the water court, and shall
be coliected from the reftactory party foliowing
the procedure set forth for the recovery of
public funds.
In the cases referred to above under section
3 paragraph 4 the water court can, on applica—
tion by the supervisory authority, order the
expenses bome by the State to be recovered
fully or partly ftom the party defaulting on
maintenance if he has later been identified.
(1.6.1984/414)
any information necessary for the assessment
of the strength and safety of the structures and
facilities and their impact on the water body or
use of water.
Chapter 7
Misceflaneous provisions
Section 85
When permission has been granted to regulate
the water Jevel or water flow, the performing
party shall inform the appropriate water and
environment district and environmental pro—
tection board of the date on which the measure
shall begin, the date on which and by whom
the permit decisionwas issued. (19.9.1986/690)
When a permit to construct a dam referred
to in the Dam Safety Act (413/84) has been
issued, the authorities referred to under para—
graph 1 shall be informed ja good time of the
date on which the dam shall be brought into
ase. (27.7.1984/573)
Chapter 3
Petition plans
General provisions
Section 43 (27.7.1984/573)
A pian shall be drawn up by a person of suu—
cient competence and experience in such a
manner that it can be inspected without diffi—
culty. It shail be clear what data, computational
procedures and formulas were used to draw up
the pian.
A short summary of the project and its im—
pacts shali be appended to the application.
(2.4.1990/309)
Section 45 (27.7.1984/573)
Drawings and accounts shall be made of the
stmctures and facilities to be constmcted gi—
ving the main dimensions of the structures and
Chapter 1
Fire and Rescue Services
Section 1
That which is provided and stipulated in this
Act and by virtue of it shall apply to fire and
rescue services.
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fire services entail fire prevention intended
to prevent an outbreak of fire or to facilitate
extinguishing or containing the fire, combating
the danger caused by the fire, and fire—fighting
and other measures called for by the fire.
Under this Act rescue services entail the
measures necessary to save the victims and to
prevent or contain the damage due to an acci—
dent caused by an explosion, oil hazard, lands—
Jide, traffic accident, gas or liquid Jeak, flood,
heavy rainfall or comparable hazards or natural
disasters, which can be appropriately underta—
ken by the fire service authorities.
Furthermore, the provisions enacted sepa—
rately iii the Prevention of Oi] Hazards in Ves—
seis Act (668/72) and the Prevention of Oli
Hazards on Land Act (378/74) shall be obser—
ved.
Section 2
The fire and rescue services shail be planned
and implemented so that the appropriate mea—
sures can be undertaken immediate]y and ef—
fectively under the conditions in which they
are needed.
Chapter 2
Administration
Section 3
The highest command, control and supervision
of the fire and rescue services rests with the
Ministry of the Interior. For this purpose the
Ministry has a department whose area of com—
petence also includes other tasks handled by
the Ministry.
Section 6
The country shall be divided into alarm areas
to receive emergency reports and to give the
alarm. The division shail be decided by the
Ministry of the Interior. The alarm areas shall
be defined so that ali parts of the area can
make contact with the regional aiarm centre at
any time of the day or night. The Ministry
of the Interior shaii define the Iocation of
the regional alarm centre. The function of the
regional alarm centre is to act as general
emergency report centre. (8.4.1983/355)
The Iocal authorities in the aiarm area shaii
see to it that the regional alarm centre is buil—
tand maintained. If the local authorities are not
unanimous about this issue or the sharing of
costs for establishing and maintaining a
regional alarm centre, the issue shail be
decided by the provincial government.
Section 7
The fire and rescue sewices within a province
are controiled and supervised by the ap—
propriate provinciai government. The provinces
are divided into fire and rescue service coope—
ration regions is such a manner that the divisi—
on follows in so far as is possible the aiarm
area division re&rred to under section 6. The
division shall be confirmed by the Ministry of
the Interior.
The provincial government together with the
local authorities shall draft pians for giving
heip and for other cooperation in fire and res—
cue services within the cooperation region (a
coordination pian).
The coordination pian shall include, to the
extent found necessary, orders concerning
cooperation with a Iocal authority in another
cooperation region or even in another province.
The provinciai government shali appoint the
regional fire commander of the cooperation
region from among the fire chiefs of the locai
authorities in the region, and one or more
deputies as needed from the fuli—time officers
of the fire brigades within the region to draft
the coordination pian and command the fire
and rescue services. If necessary, more detailed
provisions on the duties of the regionai fire
commander wilI be issued by decree.
(29.12.1989/1338)
Chapter 3
Fire brigades, cooperation between them
and other cooperation
Section 19
State authorities and agencies are obiiged to
give executive assistance to the fire authorities
in the fire and rescue services referred to in
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this Act. The procedure to be followed for
requesting and giving executive assistance shail
be stipulated by the Counci] of State if neces—
sary.
Chapter 4
Fire prevention
Section 21 (8.4.1983/355)
The Ministry of the Interior may issue regula—
tions conceming anangements to improve fire
and personal safety at fair, exhibition, enter—
tainment, camp—sites, camping grounds, holi—
day camps and other like areas and on furnish—
ing and decorating buildings, stmctures, flats or
spaces susceptible to fire hazards or posing a
danger to personal safety.
The Ministry of the Interior, and for a single
object, the municipal fire authority, may order
the owner or hoider of a building, structure or
fiat, and of storage, transport and other areas
dangerous in terms of fire and personal safety
to be obliged to acquire and maintain appro—
priate fire—fighting equipment and other cont—
rivances that facilitate rescue to an extent con—
sidered reasonable under prevalling conditions
and iii regard to the fire risk and to take other
necessary precautionary measures to protect
people and property iii the event of an acci—
dent. (29.12.1989/1338)
Chapter 5
Fire—fighting and rescue operations
Section 28 Fire and Rescue Services
A person who sees or is informed that a fire Decree 31.12.1975/1089has broken out or that another accident has
happened or is iiabie to happen and cannot
immediately extinguish the fire or prevent the
danger shali be obiiged immediateiy to inform
those in danger about it, to make a fire or
accident report and to undertake fire—fighting
and rescue measures in so far as he is able.
Section 29
The flre—fighting and rescue operations shall
be under the command of the fire authority of
the municipaiity within which the fire broke
out or other accident happened, unless provided
or stipulated otherwise.
A provincial government or the Ministry of
the Interior may order their appropriate official
or other State authority or a municipai fire
authority to command the fire—fighting
andrescue operations, whenever the fire or
other accident is one of those referred to under
section 18, paragraph 2. A provincial govern—
ment or the Ministry of the Interior may also
invite experts to help direct the fire—fighting
and rescue operations. (29.12.1989/1338)
$ection 30
To extinguish a fire and to prevent its spread
and in other accidents referred to in this Act
the authority in charge of operations has the
right to evacuate people, animais and proper—
ties and to order buildings, stores and other
properties to be demolished, doors to be bro—
ken open, fences to be removed, earth to be
dug up, gravel, sand or earth to be extracted,
ditches to be fihled, trees to be feiled, backflres
to be lit and any other appropriate measures to
be taken.
To extinguish a fire everyone shall be aho—
wed to take water from a we]J or source of
water belonging to another.
A person who, by reason of his position or
for another reason, ends up in charge of the
operation can use the power of an authority in
charge of fire—fighting and rescue operations to
the extent dictated by the situation until the
authority has assumed command.
Chapter 2
Planning and development of fire and
rescue services
Section 9
The coordination pian shali determine:
1) the personnel and equipment of the fire
brigades in the region;
2) the personnel and equipment, other than
those referred to under subparagraph 1, of the
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Iocal authorities in the region and of the State
authorities and agencies and consortiums that
can be used in fire—fighting and rescue opera—
tions;
3) the availabi]ity of water for extinguishing
and other Iire—fighting and fire—prevention
materials;
4) any privately owned equipment appro—
priate for fire—fighting and rescue operations
and the operational personnel;
5) objects which the coordination may con—
cern m particnlar and the type and amount of
help then needed;
6) organization of first aid, ambulance servi—
ces and other care; and
7) the procedure used iii requesting, alerting
and giving help.
To pian the coordination the provmciai gov—
ernment shai] appoint a management group for
each cooperation region and shall appoint the
regional fire commander of the cooperation
region and lis deputies from among the muni—
cipal fire authorities. The duty of the regional
fire commander shall be to command the fire—
fighting and rescue operations in the situations
referred to under section 1$ paragraph 2 of the
Fire and Rescue Services Act. The Ministry of
the Interior shall issue further instructions
conceming the composition and duties of the
management group.
Chapter 3
Aiarm centres and alarm service
Section 12
In addition to what is provided under section 6
paragraph 1 of the Fire and Rescue Services
Act, the regiona] alarm centre sha]1, if nece—
ssary, act as a communication and command
centre for fire—fighting and rescue operations,
rescue work and civil defence.
If necessary the regiona] aiarm centre shall
also see to warning the population about acci—
dents or other hazardous situations.
An officer of the fire brigade in the munici—
pality in which the regional alarm centre is
Jocated shall be appointed head of the said
centre, unless the duty is otherwise prescribed
in the service regulations.
2.4 OTHER ACTS AND
DECREES
In addition to the Acts and Decrees dealt with
in 2.1 — 2.3 reference has also been made to
the following Acts and Decrees
O Administrative Procedure Act (598/82)
O Waste Management Act (673/78)
O Mining Act (503/65)
O Primary Health Care Act (66/72)
O Municipal General Hospitais Act (561/65)
O Administrative Appeals Act (154/50)
O Police Act (84/66)
O Public Health Act (469/65)
O Water and Environment Administration
Act (24/86) and Decree (15 1/87)
O Act on Measures Concerning Official
Regulations and Guidelines (573/89)
O Civil Defence Act (438/58) and Decree
(237/59)
Chapter 5
Fire prevention
Section 24
The fire chief may order the owner or hoider
of a facility or store posing a special fire,
explosion, gas or other risk to be obliged to
draft a report on the precautionary measuresre—
ferred to under section 21 paragraph 2 of the
fire and Rescue Services Act necessary for
saving personnel, customers and property,
extinguishing the fiie, a]erting help and pre—
venting danger.
What is provided in paragraph 1 refers as
applicabie to hospita]s, nursing and weffare
homes, hote]s, markets, supermarkets and other
like objects.
The personnei shall be informed about the
pian.
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2.5. APPLICATION Of
LEGISLATION
2.5.1 Definition of a dam
A dam as defined by the Dam Safety Act is a
dam with the associated structures and faci—
lities intended for permanent use irrespective
of the materiais of and the manner in which
the dam has been constructed or of the sub—
stance to be impounded iii the dam basin
(Dam Safety Act section 2). Unless stated
otherwise, a dam in this code is considered to
include ali the dam and impound structures of
one dam basin.
The normative definition of a dam is as
follows:
A dam is an embankment like or a wall—
like structure the purpose of which is to
prevent a iiqufd, a substance in liquid form or
substances that dissolve from solids in iiquids
(e.g. rainwater) behind the structure to flow
downstream into land or water body and/or to
regulate the flow and/or the level of the
impounded substance.
2.5.2 Scope of application and
exceptions
The Dam Safety Act and Decree and this
Code of Practice shall be applied to a dam
which is at least three metres high. They shali
also he applied to a lower dam if the volume
of the substance in the basin impounded by
the dam is so large or the basin contains a
substance which, in the event of an accident,
may manifestly endanger human life or health
or manifestly seriously endanger the environ—
ment or property.
The height of a dam referred to in the Dam
Safety Act is the difference between the
lowest point of the external boundary of the
dam structure and the highest design level of
the impounded substance. Contrary to the
above, the height of a submerged dam in a
water body is the difference in height between
the lowest point of the externai boundary of
the dam structure and the dam crest. The
determination of height in different cases is
dealt with in the figures of Appendix 11.
The maximum height defined in the permit
decision is the highest design height of the
dammed substance. If this height level is not
defined in the permit, the height defined in the
construction documents shall he taken as the
maximum level of the impounded substance.
The Dam Safety Act does not refer to
dams in mining areas, to which the provisions
of the Mining Act (503/65) shall be applied,
mainly those conceming safety in sections 56
and 57, which refer to the safety of the work,
facilities and underground openings of a mine,
open pit or excavation. However, a dam
outside the mine patent or its ancillary area
owned by the mine may be subject to the
Dam Safety Act.
The safety requirements stated in the
Mining Act correspond to those of the Dam
Safety Act. The Dam Safety Code of Practice
can also he applied to the safety analyses of
mine dams. The supervision of dams subject
to the Mining Act is undertaken by the Tech—
nical Inspection Centre of the Ministry of
Trade and Industry.
The Dam Safety Act does not refer to
dams of the canal service. Cofferdams are
subject to the Act as applicable.
2.5.3 Supervision of the Act
and special authority
Supervision of the Dam Safety Act and the
provisions and regulations issued by virtue of
it rests with the National Board of Waters and
the Environment and the district administra—
tion (water and environment districts) sub—
ordinate to it, the rescue service excluded. The
rescue service is the charge of the rescue de—
partment of the Ministry of the Interior and
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the authorities subordinate to it (provincial
govemments, municipal fire authorities). The
provisions of chapter 21 section 2 (the obii—
gation of a supervisory authority to take
measures and the right to undertake inspec—
tions and investigations) and of section 3
paragraphs 1 and 2 (executive assistance given
by a water court) and of section 4 (recovery
of costs for the State) of the Water Act shall
be observed as applicable to rectification of
non—compliance with the provisions or the
regulations issued by virtue of them concem—
ing the construction and maintenance of a dam
(Dam Safety Act section 4).
ff a dam or its use poses immediate danger
to public safety the provincial govemment and
a police authority (chapter 21 section 3 para—
graph 3 of the Water Act) and the National
Board of Waters and the Environment or the
district administration subordinate to it (sec—
tion 11 paragraph 2 of the Dam Safety Act)
shall be empowered to take the necessary
measures to eliminate the danger.
2.5.4 Obligations of the owner
or hoider of a dam
The owner or hoider of a dam shall familiar—
ize himself with the regulations conceming lis
dam and on his own initiative ensure that they
are observed. The National Board of Waters
and the Environment and the water and en—
vironment districts help in matters conceming
interpretation of the provisions. Using their
information about dams the National Board of
Waters and the Environment and the water
and environment districts issue guidelines and
inform the owners of dams about provisions,
which does not, however, lessen the obiigation
of the dam owner to keep himself well infor—
med about issues pertinent to dam legislation.
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3 Dam requirements
3.1 DAM CLASSIFICATION
Dams are classified by the type of hazard risk
they pose in the event of an accident or be—
cause of their temporary nature. As the clas—
sification affects the properties required of the
dam (Appendices 12—15), the class must be
established at the planning stage. The class is
checked at the commissioning inspection
before the dam is brought into use (chapter 5)
and also later if conditions change. The dam
classification referred to in the Dam Safety
Act concems both water body and waste
dams. Dam classes are as follows:
P dams
A dam is classified as a P dam if, in the event
of an accident, it may manifestly endanger
human life or health or manifestly seriously
endanger the environment or property.
The above danger may arise ftom a flood
wave caused by dam failure. A risk typical of
a P dam may also be caused by a dam which,
in the event of an accident, may manifestly
endanger health or manifestly seriously en—
danger the environment owing to the im—
pounded liquid, to a substance behaving like
a liquid, or to the type and quantity of
materiais washed along with them.
A dam is classified as a P dam mainly on
the basis of a hazard risk assessment, the
drafting of which is dealt with in detail in
chapter 7.
? dams may be Iess than three metres high.
The provisions of section 9 paragraph 2 of the
Dam Safety Act concerning the readiness to
prevent accidents shall also be applied to P
dams (chapter 8).
N dams
Dams are classified as N dams if they do not
constitute a particular risk in the manner P
dams do, but which nevertheless cannot be
considered as Iow—risk 0 dams.
0 dams
Dams constituting only a minor hazard risk
are classificd as 0 dams. A dam can be con—
sidered as constituting only a minor risk if, in
the event of an accident, it quite manifestly
cannot endanger human life or health, or,
minor damage excluded, the environment or
the property of another.
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T dams
Cofferdams included in the Dam Safety Act
are classified as T dams.
3.2 BASIS FOR DAM
ASSESSMENT
The structural and operational reliability of a
dam must be such that the dam does not pose
a safety risk. The basic reliability of a dam is
obtained through design and construction.
Later reliability is affected by changes that
take place over time, by repairs made, by
maintenance, and by changes in operational
conditions.
Dam reliability shall be assessed from data
available in the dam design and construction
documents and ftom dam monitoring and
inspection data. ff this infonnation is insuf—
ficient for the assessment of dam reliability or
if the monitoring and inspection data so war—
rant, the owner of the dam must verify the
information with investigations to the extent
necessary. The reliability assessment is under—
taken by a person with sufficient competence
and experience.
Dams must be designed and constmcted in
accordance with the design and construction
codes in force at the time. Dams must be
assessed against how weIl their design and
condition meet the requirements set for the
dam at the moment of inspection. Should a
dam be considered deficient, it shail be re—
paired and submitted to intensified monitoring
or operating restrictions, depending on the
severity of the deficiencies.
3.3 GENERAL DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
The planning of a water body dam is subject
to the specifications required by water rights
legislation petition as referred to under sec—
tions 43 and 45 of the Water Decree (22).
The corresponding specifications shall also be
observed in designing other dams refened to
in the Dam Safety Act.
The body which has the dam constructed is
responsihle for ensuring that the dam i desig—
ned under the direction and responsibility of
a competent person (chief designer). The chief
designer shall have sufflcient expertise in dam
design and construction.
The chief designer is responsible for the
various sub—areas such as hydrological di—
mensioning, the design of the embankment
and concrete dams, the design of the regula—
tion and discharge structures, and for the
compatibllity of the designs. The design and
dimensioning requirements are dealt with in
Appendices 12—15. In addition to the struc—
tures proper, the pian shall contain the dam
safety monitoring devices which are installed
in the course of dam construction.
3.4 fUNCTIONAL
ASSESSMENT
The functional assessment of a dam is made
to the extent required by conditions. The aim
of the assessment is to estimate the risk of
dam failure under different conditions, the
function of the dam and channels, and the
magnitude and duration of a possible over—
flow. The different conditions are the usual
operational conditions in summer and in
winter, floods such as design floods (Appen—
dix 12), and situations arising from operating
disruptions and errors.
3.5 DAM CONSTRUCTION
The water and environment district shall be
informed about the start of dam construction
so that the authority has an opportunity to
study the design documents beforehand.
The dam shall be constructed in accordance
with good construction practice. Construction
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shali proceed as required by the pian and with
experienced and competent personnel. The
quaiity control of the work shaii be indepen—
dent of the constmcting body. The person
responsible for supervising the work shali
have the right to suspend work if necessary.
Construction and quaiity control are dealt with
m Appendices 13—15.
3.6 MODIfICATIONS TO THE
DAM AND CHANGES IN
CONDITIONS
Any effects that modifications to the dam
have on dam safety shall be taken into con—
sideration when assessing altematives at the
design and construction stages. A record is
kept of gradual changes in conditions and
structures by monitoring and reguiar inspec—
tions.
ff the changes have no clear effect on dam
safety a new monitoring programme need not
be approved. It is sufficient if the safety
documents are updated at a regular inspection.
Should the changes affect dam safety, the
changes shall be reviewed as referred to in
chapter 5 (commissioning inspection). If it is
necessary to revise the monitoring programme,
the same procedure shall be followed as when
drafting a new monitoring programme.
Changes affecting dam safety may include:
O new structures in a dam such as new op—
enfngs, overflow silis, and under or
through passes
O renovation or renewai of and modifications
to an embankment and concrete dam or a
hydroelectric power piant structure acting
as a dam
O changes in the use and control of the oper—
ating facilities and the structural changes
thereby required
O changes in conditions affecting dimension—
ing such as those affecting the maximum
water level and maximum discharge
O changes in conditions in the downstream
area affecting the classification (e.g. an N
dam becomes a P dam)
O for a waste dam, changes in the type of
impounded substance which affect the
classification.
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4 The dam safety file
4.1 GENERAL
Under section 5 of the Dam Safety Act the
dam owner or hoider shall store ali the docu—
ments relevant to dam safety in a special
safety file. The dam safety file shall be kept
in such a manner that when there is a threat of
an accident it is readily available for the
persons who need it and, if necessary, for
inspection by the surveillance authorities. The
file could be kept for instance in the office of
the dam surveiilance personnel.
The content of the safety file is defined
under section 2 of the Dam Safety Decree
(2.1) to the extent dictated by conditions. The
content of the file is described in greater detail
in 4.2 — 4.9. There is no need to compile and
keep a file for cofferdams (T dams).
It is appropriate to include in the dam
safety file the documents which a competent
person considers essential for the prelimmary
assessment of the safety and reliability of the
dam. However, the completion documents of
the dam (Appendix 3) shall be coliated and
appropriately arranged elsewhere for the safety
evaluation, and for dam repairs and main—
tenance.
Three copies of the safety file and a draft
of the safety monitoring programine as it is at
that moment are sent to the water and en—
vironment district. The missing parts are
added to the file within a reasonable time in
conjunction with the completion of the com—
missioning inspection.
4.2 COVER PAGE, CONTENTS
AND LIST OF COMPLETION
DOCUMENTS
The cover page shall show the name of the
project and the dam, and the name and mdex
number of the water body and water body
area, permit decisions, the name of the permit
hoider, and the names of the owner and hoider
of the dam. It shall also indicate when and by
whom the file was compiled. The cover page
shall be made as in the model iii Appendix 1.
The second leaf of the file shall give a list
of contents showing the documents kept in the
file, includmg those added later, with date of
entry. The documents can be arranged m the
same order as in the Iist m section 2 of the
Dam Safety Decree.
Next, the file shall have a Iist of comple—
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tion documents (Appendix 2). This list shall
contain infonnation about the subject of
drawings, accounts and investigatfons, the date
they were made and by whom, and the place
in which they are kept.
4.3 DESIGN VALUES
4.3.1 Main dimensions of the dam
and the reservoir area
The main dimensions of the dam and the data
on gates and silis shall be marked m a fonu as
in Appendix 4. Should significant variation
exist the more detailed information referred to
in the appendix shall be given as the need
arises for the different parts of the dam or
dam sections.
The main dimensions of the reservoir area
are entered in a form as shown in Appendix 5.
In addition, the safety file shall contain the
following documents:
O discharge rating curves of the controlled
and uncontrolled spillways
O discharge rating curves of the starting silis
of the inflow and by—pass channels of the
regulation reservoir
O volume and surface area curves of the
regulation reservoir
O damming and discharge provision, regula—
tion instruction (e.g. as a drawing).
4.3.2 Hydrological parameters
The hydrological parameters are presented m
a form as in Appendix 6. The numerical
values of the parameters shall be determined
to the extent appropriate following the in—
structions in Appendix 12. Other dimensioning
methods can also be accepted such as those
based on meteorological—hydrological model
calculation or estimation of the greatest poss—
ible flood (e.g. probable maximum flood,
PMF). For extensive and regulated water
bodies the model calculation is often the
recommended way of assessing the advance of
a design flood. However, m these cases, too,
a design flood value derived ftom its retum
period corresponding to the dam class, and its
calculation procedure shall always be given.
The design flood is not the same as the
design value of the discharge stiuctures, but a
flood that, at this site in the water body,
occurs with a given retum period. The selec—
tion of the retum period depends on the dam
class and the conditions m the area affected
by the dam (Appendix 12).
The safety file shall be provided with an
account of the procedures used to reach the
design values presented in Appendix 6.
4.4 MAP OF THE AREA
AFFECfED BY THE DAM,
A SITE MAP OF THE DAM,
AND DRAWINGS AND
ASSESSMENTS OF THE DAM
STRUCTURE
The documents referred to in the heading, the
guidelines for which are given m Appendix 7,
shall be mcluded in the safety file provided
with the appropriate information about com—
pietion. The safety file shall also contain
summaries of the supervision investigations of
earth, concrete and foundation works during
the construction.
4.5 MONTTORING PROGRAMME
REFERRED TO UNDER
SECTIONS 6 AND 7 OF THE
DAM SAFETY ACF WITH
AMENDMENTS
The guideline conceming the drafting of the
monitoring programme is given in chapter 6.
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The model form is shown in Appendix 9. An
officially approved monitoring programme is
part of the safety file and shaii be observed. A
change in the monitoring programme requires
official approval.
4.6 INSPECTION AND
MOMTORING DOCUMENTS
The documents of the dam commissioning
inspection shall be included in the safety file
to the extent appropriate. A record shall be
kept of the regular and annual inspections
required by the safety monitoring programme
and shall be included in the safety file of the
dam owner. The records of the regular ins—
pections shall also be sent to the authorities.
A record shall also be kept of the monitoring.
4.7 LE’fl’ERS FROM THE
AUTHORITIES
The ietters ftom the authorities or records of
inspections undertaken by the authoritfes shali
he inciuded in the file if they are specifically
prescribed for inclusion therein.
4.8 ASSESSMENTS AND ACTION
PLANS REFERRED TO UNDER
SECTION 9 OF THE DAM
SAFETY ACf
The assessment of a hazard risk is dealt with
in chapter 7. The hazard risk assessment and
its outcome shall he mcluded in the comple—
tion documents, but not in the safety file.
If a dam is considered as one referred
to under section 9 paragraph 2 of the Dam
Safety Act (P dam), its owner or hoider
shall, together with a fire authority, draw up a
site pian containing the accounts and action
pians of the owner or hoider of the dam
referred to under section 9 of the Dam Safety
Act and seetion 4 of the Dam Safety Decree.
The drafting of the site pian is described in
chapter 8.
4.9 WASTE DAMS
Waste dams diifer from dams constructed in
water bodies in the type of impounded sub—
stance.
Waste dams are used to impound iiquid or
solids harmful or dangerous to health or the
environment.
lii addition to the assessments required for
water body dams in this code of practice, a
waste dam safety file shali contain an assess—
ment of the health and environmental impacts
of waste dam failure. The assessment of the
health and environmental impacts shall he
made for ali waste dams subject to the Act.
The impact is estimated using the form in
Appendix 17, supplementing it, if necessary.
Note that in the event of ari accident a waste
dam may endanger people and property below
the dam in the same way as any other dam.
Seepage of the impounded substance shall
also be assessed. To this end, data on the
permeability of the dam materiais and the dam
foundation shall be given and the voiume of
the seepage water calculated. A possihle
collection and back—purnping system for the
seepage water shall aiso be given. Seepage
into the environment of the harmful substan—
ces iii the basin is restricted and supervised
under the Water Act, the Waste Management
Act and the Public Health Act. The waste dam
hazard risk assessment is dealt with iii 7.14.
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5 Commissioning inspection
The commissioning inspection of a dam shail
be made in such a manner that ali issues
relevant to dam safety are adequately con—
sidered. The quality of the dam stiuctures
shall be assessed on the basis of the require—
ments given in Appendices 12 — 15. The
commissioning mspection is the responsibility
of the chief dam designer (3.3) or another
competent person.
The commissioning inspection is based on
data in the dam plans, quality control pro—
gramme and, if necessary, the hazard risk
assessment.
in the case of a P dam, the assessments
and action plans refened to under section 9 of
the Dam Safety Act shail be compiled in such
a manner that they can be included in the site
pian drafted under the supervision of a fire
authority before the dam is brought into use
(chapter 8 and Appendix 18). The dam is
considered as having been brought into use
when the water or other impounded substance
has started to rise.
The commissioning inspection begins by
notifying the water and environment district
that constructjon shall start. At the same time
the dam pians and quality controi programme
are communicated to the authority to the
extent required. The commissioning inspecfion
continues wfth the necessary field inspections,
which can be reviews of structures and foun—
dations conducted during different stages of
the work. At any rate, a field inspection shall
be made before starting to raise the water,
once the structures are ready for this proce—
dure. The timetable for raising the water
appropriate to the state of completion of the
structures is estabiished iii the course of the
inspection. Representatives of the water and
environment district can participate in the field
inspections, as can, at Ieast for P dams, repre—
sentatives of the National Board of Waters
and the Environment and the fire authorities.
The commissioning inspection is finaily
completed when ali the structures are oper—
ationally ready, have been brought into fufi—
scale use and have been approved to function
as planned. At the closing of the commission—
ing inspection the records of the field inspec—
tions and the completion documents are col—
lected, and a summary (final stateme;t) and a
proposal for dam qualification (Appendix 8)
are compiled from them and included in the
dam safety file.
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6 Safety monitoring and inspections
6.1 THE DRAFTING AND
PROCESSING OF A SAFETY
MONITORING PROGRAMME
To reduce the hazard risk ftom a dam, a
safety monitoring programme shali be drafted
for each dam subject to the Dam Safety Act.
The programme is drafted or acqufred by the
dam owner or hoider. The person who drafts
the programme shali have the same com—
petence as the designer of a corresponding
structure. The programme shall he so com—
piled that ali issues related to dam safety
shall he subjected to monitoring and inspec—
tion. The programme may mclude guidelines
conceming the monitoring proper and regular
inspections (section 6 of the Dam Safety Act).
The safety monitoring programme or its
amendments are approved by the National
Board of Waters and the Environment (P
dams) or the water and environment district
(N, 0 and T dams). The NBWE may issue
further instructions on the drafting of the
programme, and, for a special reason, grant
total or partial exemption from the above
monitoring obligation. Appropriate records
shall be kept of the monitoring and inspec—
tions referred to in the programme, which,
together with the monitoring programme, shall
be kept in the safety file referred to in section
5 of the Dam Safety Act.
The monitoring programme shall be made
welI in advance of completion of the dam S0
that it can be approved for observation before
the dam is brought into use. A draft safety
monitoring programme shall be sent to the
water and environment district (section 7 of
the Dam Safety Act, section 3 of the Dam
Safety Decree). The draft monitoring pro—
gramme contains sub—programmes for both
the impiementation and post—impiementation.
The monitoring programme of a P dam
sha]l be sent to the water and environment
district three months before the impiementa—
tion and that of an N and 0 dam, and a T
dam (cofferdam) comparable to a P dam in
hazard risk, two months before the impiemen—
tation unless otherwise agreed in the time—
tabie. for other T dams it is not necessary to
draw up or appiy for approval of a monitoring
programme proper. However, ali T dams shali
be monitored as appropriate taking into ac—
count the conditions.
The draft monitoring programme shail be
sent to the water and environment district in
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three copies. Afier the processing the approv—
ing authority retums one copy of the monitor—
ing programme to the dam hoider. The NBWE
and the water and environment district will
each retain one copy. An amendment to the
monitoring programme is subject to the same
procedure as the drawing up of a new moni—
toring programme. The draft monitoring
programme can he drawn up m the form
shown in Appendix 9, supplementing it if
necessary.
The decision may be appealed to the
NBWE (a decision by the water and environ—
ment district) or to the Supreme Administra—
tive Court (a decision by the NB’bVE as stated
in the Administrative Appeals Act (154/50).
To correct a factual error the authority may
remove his erroneous decision or review the
case on the basis of the Administrative Pro—
cedures Act (598/82, section 26) with the
consent of the parties involved.
6.2 MONITORING
The measures relevant to dam monitoring are
set out in the form in Appendix 9. The set of
measures given in the form is for guidance
only, and the person who drafts the monitor—
ing programme may change and supplement
them as necessary.
Dam monitoring involves the following
procedures (embankment dams in detail in
Appendix 13):
O monitoring the height of water or other
substance impounded in the basin
O inspection of the visihle parts of the dam
structures (embankment and concrete dams,
regulation and discharge structures, etc.)
and the dam downstream area during each
inspection visit
O the observations and measurements listed
in the monitoring programme and other
issues relevant to the dam
O for waste dams, other special items if
related to dam safety
The persons undertaking monitoring shall
be instructed adequately so that they are aware
of likely damage and hazards and their mani—
festations. They shall also be made aware of
the measures they have to take if factors
endangering the safety of the dam are noted.
A person who undertakes measurements shall
be weII mfonned about the range of the for—
mal values and, ii the values are either higher
or Iower, he shall immediately inform the
person responsible for the dam. A record shall
be kept of the monitoring and observations.
The normative periodicity of the inspec—
tions depends on the dam class (P, N and 0
dams) as stated m Appendix 10. Deviations
ftom the nonnative periodicity are allowed if
a system replacing the inspections is in use
(e.g. remote monitoring cameras, telemetric
apparatuses, and the computers and alarm
systems based on them). The use and function
of the replacement systems shall be described
iii the draft monitoring programme.
In addition, and if necessary, during floods
and after exceptionally heavy rainfail and
storms inspection visits shall he made to dams
which are or may have been subject to extra
strain.
6.3 INSPECTIONS
6.3.1 Annual inspection
The annual inspection of a dam shall he made
when the soil is not frozen. In the course of
the annual inspection the measurements and
observations made during the year are ex—
amined, taking into account the changes, the
operational state of the measuring devices is
checked, and the parts of the dam and the
associated facilities requiring repair are inves—
tigated in the field.
In the annual inspection special attention
shall he paid to checking the function of the
dam spillways and siis and power piant
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discharge facilfties. In flood years in par—
ticular, flood preventive measures undertaken
are reviewed, so that even in abnormal flood
years the operating personnel have the correct
instructions for handllng the situation. Like—
wise, on the basis of data on impacts caused
by ice, their effect on discharge structures and
other possible risk factors are assessed. lii
addition, the checking measures taken by the
operating personnel during sudden heavy
rainfail are gone through.
The fiuing and discharge channels of the
basins and associated structures should be
mspected m the spring afier the flood. Cor—
respondingly, the structures and facilities of
waste dams, such as the inflow and oufflow
systems, are inspected once a year.
Records are drawn up of the annual in—
spection and included in the safety file of the
dam owner.
6.3.2 Regular inspection
A regular inspection is made at intervais not
exceeding five years. The date of the first
regular inspection is counted from the date of
the commissioning inspection.
A representative of the dam owner or
hoider and a competent person participate lii
the regular inspection.
The water and environment district and, for
a P dam, the National Board of Waters and
the Environment, the provincial govermnent
and fire authorities shall be informed about
the date of the inspection so that the author—
ities can, at their discretion, participate in the
inspection.
lii the inspection
O the compiled observational data and other
results and the records of the annual iii—
spections are gone through
O structures aie inspected as considered
necessary
O the action plans referred to under section 9
paragraph 2 of the Dam Safety Act are
inspected and the viability of the arrange—
ments required by them is verified
O a decision is made on any follow—up
measures or investigations needed
O it is established whether changes have
taken place in conditfons or, in the case of
waste dams, in the type of impounded
substance affecting the dam class (e.g. an
N dam is reclassified as a P dam).
Records are kept of the regular inspection
and included in the dam safety file. The
records can be made more graphic with draw—
ings, photographs, videos, etc. A copy of the
records is sent to the water and environment
district and, for a P dam, also to the National
Board of Waters and the Environment, the
provincial govemment and the fire authorities.
Changes and supplements to the safety file are
sent to the water and environment district and,
for a P dam, also to the NBWE.
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7 Hazard risk assessment
7.1 ASSESSMENT OF A
HAZARD RISK
7.1.1 General
To assess and chart the hazard risk of a dam
the National Board of Waters and the En—
vironment may stipulate, when necessary, that
the party having the dam constructed, or the
dam owner or hoider shall acquire or compile
an assessment of the hazard risk posed by the
dam, iii particular to the people and property
m the dam downstream area. The hazard risk
assessment is necessary if the dam may be
classified as a P dam, Le. in the event of an
accident the dam may manifestly endanger
human life or health or manifestly seriously
endanger the environment or property (section
9 of the Dam Safety Act).
The main objectives of the hazard risk
assessment are:
O to provide facilities for organizing rescue
operations in the event of an accident
O to create a basis for the measures needed
to prevent or contain an accident or a
threat of an accident
O to establish the hazard risk class at the
desii stage of the dam, and the standards
of the dam and its monitoring which de—
pend on this class
Subsections 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 deal mainly
with the assessment of a flood due to failure
of a water body dam (hazard risk for human
life or property). The special features asso—
ciated with the failure of a waste dam are
dealt with in 7.1.4 (hazard risk for health or
the environment).
7.1.2 Comparison of breach cases
The damage caused by a dam breach is usual—
ly proportional to the volume and abruptness
of the discharge flow and the discharge capa—
city of the flood path. The impact of a dam
breach is assessed for normal and flood situa—
tions. An operational examination is also
made (3.4). The most dangerous discharge site
iii terms of the above issues shall be estab—
lished for each dam section and the main
discharge path. In addition to the most dan—
gerous discharge site, a number of less dan—
gerous breach sites are established so that in
the event of an accident the extent of the
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damage will he known accurately irrespective
of the Iocation of the dam breach.
Different possible dam breach cases shall
be compared with each other at the discharge
sites. The events resulting m breaches shall be
defined by assuming that the breaches take
place and develop as dictated by the structure
of the dam. The assumptions shall be based
on known breach cases or on the results of a
computation model tested experimentally or
with true cases, or on scale model tests taking
into account the structure of the dam and its
resistance to erosion.
The discharge shall be determined with the
aid of appropriate computation methods or
model tests. The method and computation
procedure or test arrangement used shall be
described and arguments presented for their
applicability considermg the properties of the
basin. The initial values and assumptions shall
be given.
7.1.3 Assessment of flood advance
Flood advance in the above cases can be
assessed with scale model tests or computa—
tionally.
In scale model tests a discharge cor—
responding to the dam breach is arranged at
an appropriate site in a terrain model. The
flood heights and the flood advance are es—
tablished, recording the data in an appropriate
manner and interpreting them to correspond to
the tenain.
Equations of irregularly changing flow
(dynamic flow equations) shall be applied to
the calculation of channel flows wfth the aid
of an appropriate computer program. Reser—
voir equations may also he used for side
reservoirs and basin—like channel sections.
Flows over silis or through gates can be
calculated using fonnulas of a wide sili or
surface and boifom gate flows, depending on
the shape of the flow path.
Estimations have to he made as to whether
the dams and bridges located in the channel
will resist the flood or fail.
The advance of a llood shall be traced to
the extent necessary for assessing the hazard
risk.
7.1.4 Hazard risk of a waste dam
The hazard risk assessment of a waste dam
shall also contain estimates of the hazard risk
to the population and property in the dam
downstream area by applying the guidelines in
7.1.1 — 7.1.3.
lii addition to the physical impacts of a
dam breach and on the basis of them the risk
to health and the environment caused by the
substances discharging ftom the dam shall be
assessed. Attention shall then he paid to
harmful or hazardous substances the impoun—
ded materiais contain, the chemical and bio—
logical properties of the dammed substance,
and the surface and groundwater areas and
water intake sites and their catchment areas m
the path of the substance discharging from the
breach. The items to be included m the hazard
risk assessment are shown in the model form
“Assessment of the impact of a waste dam
failure on health and the environment” in
Appendix 17, which is supplemented as
necessary.
7.2 RESULTS Of THE HAZARD
RISK ASSESSMENT
The results of the hazard risk assessment shall
he communicated to the water and environ—
ment district, the National Board of Waters
and the Environment, the provincial govem—
ment, the regional fire commander and the
municipal fire authority. The NBWE decides
on the basis of the hazard risk assessment
whether or not the dam shall be classified as
a P dam.
The results shall contain:
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1) a specification of the assessment method
and guidelines for interpreting the results
2) the data used iii the assessment that remain
constant in different cases, such as initial
discharges, coefficients and the cross—section
data given as numerical data (the mput and
output data of the computer runs to the
NBWE)
3) a summary of the comparison of different
dam breach cases, which for each breach case
tabulates
O the inclination of the walls of the breach
opening and the final height and width of
the bottom
O the time taken by the breach
O the water level in the basin at the onset of
breach
O the cause of the breach (intemal erosion,
scouring, intentional damage or surface
erosion)
O maximum discharge
4) the results of each flood, either calculated
or measured hom a scale model test, shall he
given for the first 5 km of the flood path at
least at cross—section intervais of 1 km and
thereafier at Ieast at every 5 km (Appendix
16).
5) the opinion of the person who made the
assessment on the hazard risk caused by each
flood case to human life and property (fixed
structures and buildings). The objects affecting
the classification are Iisted if necessary. The
list shall contain infonnation about the eleva—
tions of the objects and the height and flow
rate of the water at each object
6) an assessment of the health and environ—
mental risks caused by a waste dam breach m
accordance with the model form in Appendix
17
7) the dam class proposal of the person who
made the assessment.
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$ Prevention of and precautions
against a dam accident
8.1 PREVENTION OF A DAM
ACCIDENT
Anyone who notices or is informed that a dam
accident has happened or Iiable to happen and
cannot at once prevent the danger is obliged
without delay to inform those in danger, to
make an accident report to the authorities, and
to proceed with rescue operations m so far as
he or she is able (Fire and Rescue Services
Act, section 28, referred to under section $ of
the Dam Safety Act). This obiigation concems
particularly the dam owner or hoider and the
dam management personnel in their service.
They shall also take immediate action within
their capability to prevent and contain the
accident.
The responsibility of the different authori—
ties for rescue operations and their obiigation
to give executive assistance is based on the
relevant legislation. The duties are defined in
the directive on the planning of public rescue
services issued by the Ministry of the Interior
on 1.12.1988 (Publication Series A:26 of the
Rescue Department of the Ministry of the
Interior, 1184/701/88). When this directive is
applied to dam accidents the duties of the
authorities are as follows:
O The fire authorities see to the measures
called for by the dam breach and the resulting
flood lii so far as is appropriate for fire briga—
des (Fire and Rescue Services Act 559/75,
section 1). The measures appropriate for fire
brigades are those that have to be taken ur—
gently, and which require a fire brigades good
operational readiness, facilities, and profes—
sional skill and expertise in rescue operations
in accident situations.
$hould the fire brigades be considered
capable of undertaking other urgent measures
called for by a dam accident (chapter 21
section 21 paragraph 3 of the Water Act
264/61), such as starting to repair the dam,
they shall be instmcted in advance about the
measures required by each dam. The fire
authorities are also responsible for directing
rescue operations and for seeing that the
rescue service plans are compatible with each
other.
The plans to be made for ernergency con—
ditions are prescribed separately in the Civil
Defence Act (438/58) and Decree (237/59).
Prevention of a dam accident in a state of
emergency cails for special preventive
measures which are the duty of the dam
owner or hoider. When making plans for a
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state of emergency special attention shall be
paid to the new risks involved iii dam acci—
dents that occur under such conditions.
O The police authorities see to public order
and safety, isolation of the danger zones,
traffic control, organization of the search for
missing persons, and other measures
appropriate for them (sections 1, 17 and 23—
26 of the Police Act 84/66 and chapter 21
section 3 paragraph 3 of the Water Act
264/61).
The main duties of poiice authorities in the
event of a dam accident are to warn peopie
and remove them from the danger zone. The
police authorities, too, shall he instructed in
advance about thefr duties in the event of a
dam accident.
O The heaith authorities are responsible for
organizing first aid and emergency care,
ambulance services and other medical care
and environmental health services (Primary
Health Care Act 66/72, Public Health Act
469/65, Act on Municipal General Hospitais
561/65).
O The water and environment administration
(the National Board of Waters and the En—
vfronment and the water and environment
districts) is responsible for the supervision of
dam safety (section 10 of the Dam Safety Act
413/84), the necessary measures to eiiminate
the danger caused by the dam (section 11 of
the Dam Safety Act), flood protection, the
prevention of damage and inconvenience
caused by water and ice or freezing (sections
1 and 2 of the Water and Environment Ad—
ministration Act 24/86, chapter 12 sections 17
and 19 of the Water Act).
The measures taken by the water and
environment administration iii the event of a
dam accident mainly concern the water body
and hydraulic structures, the advance pianning
of these measures, the expertfse needed to
implement them, and, as allowed by iocai
conditions, participation m the measures. The
measures are defined in greater detail in plans
drawn up iii advance to cover specific cases,
as appiies to the other authorities, too.
O The Finnish National Road Administration
offers help with clearance and rescue opera—
tions, with particular responsibility in the
event of a dam accident for road repairs and
the maintenance of communication with the
sites of action.
8.2HOWTOTAKEAPDAM
INTO ACCOUNT WHEN
PLANNING THE RESCUE
SERVICE
The comprehensive action pian needed by the
local authorities for organizing rescue services
(the municipal rescue service pian) contains a
basic rescue service pian and suppiementary
plans for different sectors, types of accident
and sites. Preparation of these plans is the
duty of the municipal fire chief.
The coordination pian for a cooperation
area composed of several municipalities deais
with subjects such as intermunicipal assis—
tance, cooperation with fire brigades and other
authorities, and the capability of consortiums
and companies to participate in the rescue
service. The coordination pian covers the
rescue service plans of individual commun—
ities. It is drawn up by the provinciai govem—
ment together with the management group of
the cooperation area.
On the basis of the coordination plans of
the different cooperation areas, the provinciai
govemment also draws up a coordination pian
for the fire and rescue services, the provincial
coordination pian, which covers the whoie
province. The above plans drawn up in muni—
cipalities, cooperation areas and provinces
compiement each other and form the basis for
the rescue operations under ali conceivabie
accident conditions. The plans and their com—
patibility with each other are shown in Fig. 1.
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Coordination pian for the cooperation area
Basic pian for rescue service
Plans for Site plans Plans for different
different types of accident
sectors
Municipai rescue sewice pian
Basic pian for rescue services
Plans for Site pians Plans for different
different types of accident
sectors
Figure 1. General rescue service plans
The risk of a P dam causing an accident shall
be taken into account when planning rescue
services. Whether the planning has to cover
the cooperation area or even the whoie prov—
ince or only a municipaiity depends on the
magnitude of the accident on which the
pianning is based.
The owner or hoider of each P dam is
obliged to help the fire authorities in drawmg
up this pian and, in accordance with the site
pian, to take precautions against accidents.
Under section 4 of the Dam Safety Decree
the foliowing information shall be availabie in
the event of an accident caused by a P dam to
the extent required by the conditions:
1) a pian conceming the measures to be ap—
plied to a water body or to hydrauiic struc—
tures in the event of an accident
2) an account of stocks of materiais kept for
an accident
3) an account of the alarm system and com—
munication links to the regional aiarm centre
4) an account of the personnel of the dam
owner or hoider availabie iii the event of an
accident
5) an account of the other measures to he
taken by the dam owner or hoider, necessary
to protect people and property, in the event of
an accident caused by damming, and
6) an account of the type and quantity of the
substance impounded by waste dams.
lii addition to the above, which must
mainly be seen to by the owner or hoider of a
P dam, the other basic information needed for
the pianning of the rescue services is the
results of the hazard risk assessments dealt
with in the previous chapter and matters that
are the responsibility of the fire authorities.
The fire authorities are mainiy responsible for
organizing rescue operations, that is, for
O directing the whoie operation
O communications
O medicai care
O servfcing
O aierting the popuiation and
O providing information.
In practice, the pianning of rescue services
for a P dam starts with the drafting of a site
pian. This pian and the precautions against
accidents are deait with in detail in Appendix
18. The site pian shall be checked and up—
dated in the course of the regular inspections.
The basic pian of a municipai rescue ser—
vice shail take into account the site pians
drawn up for aii the P dams in the munici—
pality. The content of the basic rescue service
pian, which is dealt with in the afore—
mentioned directive on the pianning of pubiic
rescue services, wiii not he described further
in this context. Note, however, that P dams
should be included iii the list of special
objects in the basic pian and that the arrange—
ments and information conceming operation
organization, special apparatuses, experts,
intermunicipai cooperation and subtasks of the
rescue service, which are required by P dams
and differ from those caiied for by other types
of accident, should aiso be taken into account.
Provincial coordination pian
Development of fire Rescue service
and rescue services
(and other rescue
administration)
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The speciai arrangements are described m
detail in the site pian for each P dam referred
to in the basic pian.
An accident to a P dam affecting several
municipaiities shall he taken into account in
the coordination pian of a cooperation area.
This is done on the basis of the site pian of
the dam in question. If there are P dams in
the same water body within areas of different
municipalities their site plans shall he co—
ordinated if necessary so that accident pre—
vention can be undertaken as an entity. The
accident situation may affect several coopera—
tion areas. Therefore, the rescue service pian—
ning conceming ali P dams in the water body
shall he coordinated at provincial ievei. To
this end, the site plans of individual P dams
are combined to form a fieid—of—activity pian
for each water body. This calls for cooper—
ation between the fire authorities and dam
owners.
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APPENDIX 1. MODEL FOR THE COVER PAGE OF A DAM
SAFETY HLE
Index number and name of dammed water body
Location municipality and site of dam
_____________________
SAFETY FILE AND MONffORING PROGRAMME
(Name of dam)
Purpose of use
Permit (issuing body, date, name of project)
Date of impiementation
Owner
________ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _____________
Hoider
_ _ _ _ _ _
Address and tel. no. of hoider
Proposed dam class
_ _ _ _ _
Safety file completed on
_ __ __
Safety monitoring programme sent for inspection
Date and signature (of dam hoider)
Amendments and additions:
For official use:
Dam class
_ _ _
Safety monitoring programme approved on
Other measures ordered to be carried out:
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APPENDIX 3/1
APPENDIX 3. DAM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS
The completion documents of a dam may be
compiled as one or several files if necessary.
They include the design documents of struc—
hires with any changes made during construc—
tion marked on them, or these documents
without changes but supplemented with an
account and drawings conceming the changes.
A summary of work supervision and records
of inspections and the commfssioning inspec—
tion are also needed.
The following is an example of the items
the dam completion documents should contain
and how they might be grouped.
Hydrological design
O observational data
O design flow and water level and basis for
their assessment
O design functioning of structures under
design conditions
Earth and rock structures
O results of soil and bedrock studies, labora—
tory data
O construction materiais data
O dimensioning of structures, stability calcu—
lations and settlement assessments
O reinforcements made for soil, bedrock and
siope with completion drawings and data
on materiais used
O longitudinal profiles showing the areas to
which the type cross—sections have been
applied
O type cross—sections
O work specifications with supplements
O work supervision data
O maintenance instructions
Concrete stnictures
O design and stability calculations, and qual—
ity requirements of materiais and work
O drawings of permitted load leveis
O founding of structures and their linkage to
the earth and rock structures
O structural and reinforcement drawings
O specifications for the materiais and works
at different sites
O work supervision data
O maintenance instructions
Steel stmctures (in regard to regulation and
Jock installations)
O design calculations, materiais and work
specifications
O linkage to other structures and machineries
O structural drawings with data on materiais
O certificates of materiais
O surface treatment
O instructions for use and maintenance
Machinery (in regard to regulation and lock
installations)
O design
O specifications and drawings of the machi—
nery and data on materiais given by the
manufacturer
O installation drawings
O reports on test nms
O surface treatment
O certificates of materiais
O instructions for operation and maintenance
O list of spare parts
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APPENDIX 3/2
Electrical facillties (regulation and Iock
installations)
O design of electrical mstallations
O final drawings
O mstructions for operation and maintenance
O records of an mspection m which the elec—
trical installations were approved
Monitoring and control facilities (regu—
lation, Iock, alarm and maintenance facilities)
O system plans and diagrams
O reports on facilities
O description of failure and malfunction
alarm system
O drawings for connections and installations;
permits for telephone and other extensions
O operation, test and maintenance instnictions
Permit decisions, contracts and compen—
sations (regulation, emergency and materiais
reserves)
O permit decisions
O contracts for use and maintenance of struc—
tures
O other legal issues relevant to dam safety
and its upkeep
Records of inspections and of significant
repairs and modifications shall be added to the
existing completion documents, ensuring that
the documents of the entities grouped as
above are kept in the same place. The com—
pietion documents shall be well protected.
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APPENDIX 5
APPENDIX 5. MAIN DIMENSIONS OF THE RESERVOIR AREA
MAIN DIMENSIONS OF THE
___________________________________
RESERVOIR AREA (name of dam)
PERMflTED WATER LEVEL ELEVATION AREA VOLUME
Technical NW
__ _
m
__ _
km2
_ __
million m3
NW m million m3
HW m km2 million m3
Emergency HW m km2 million m3
Elevation system applied:
Technical NW = elevation of Iowest siil
NW the lowest permitted upstream water level or, if not determined, the lowest design
water level when the dam is lii use
HW the highest permitted upstream water level or, if not determined, the highest design
water level when the dam is in use
Emergency HW = the lowest elevation of the top of the dam core, excluding the siis
Reservoir storage capacity (HW — NW):
__ _
million m3
Emergency storage capacity (emergency HW — HW):
__ _ _
million m3
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APPENDIX 6. HYDROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
THE TOTAL CATCHMENT AREA ABOVE THE DAM (*):
catchment area
_________________
lake percentage
____
%
the mean of annual maximum discharges
__ __
m3/s
2. CATCHMENT AREA OF THE DAM BA$N (**):
catchment area km2
lake percentage %
the mean of annual maximum discharges m3/s
3. DESIGN fLOOD AT DAM:
A. From the whole catchment area
retum period y
maximum discharge (inflow)
_________
m3/s
maximum water level m (elevation system: )
maximum discharge (oufflow)
_
m3/s
B. With any by—pass discharges subtracted (see item 4)
retum period y
maximum discharge (inflow) m3/s
maximum water level m (elevation system: )
maximum discharge (oufflow) m3/s
4. If WATERS FROM A PART OF THE UPSTREAM CATCHMENT AREA CAN BE
CHANNELLED TO BY-PASS THE DAM, THE FOLLOWING NfORMÄTION
SHALL BE GWEN ABOUT EACH BRANCHING SITE (in a separate appendix if
necessary)
location of branch
_________ _ _____________________
catchment area
_
km2
lake percentage %
retum period of design flood y
rate of design flood m3/s
maximum water level iii (ei. syst.
—
water can be channelled past the
dam at m3/s
(*) Includes the catchment area of the dam basin itself.(* *) If the dam basin is situated separately from the main river basin.
4$
APPENDIX 6/2
5. DISCHARGE AT THE DAM:
Maximum permitted discharge
___________
m3/s
Other regulations included in the pennit (if necessary):
Discharge capacity of dam siis and flood gates (without
flows through power plant facilities):
at design high water level
_____
m3Is
at emergency high water level m3/s
The shortest time for Iowering the water level of
the reservoir from the HW level to the technical
NW level when the inflow equals the mean of
annual maximum discharges days
Instructions given in Appendix 12 are appiied when determining the design values. The data on
which the calculation was based and the time curves of the design flood, oufflow and water level
shali be given in an appendix if necessary (i.e. if the damping effect due to the reservoir is taken
into consideration in the design)
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APPENDIX 8/1
APPENTMX 8. PROPOSAL FOR DAM QUALIFICATION
PROPOSAL FOR QUALIFICATION Of THE
__________________________
DAM
On the basis of the hazard risk constituted by the dam in the event of an accident, it is proposed
that the dam be classified as a P/N/O[f dam referred to iii the Dam Safety Code of Practice on
the following grounds:
The proposed qualification is based on
Q a commfssioning inspection
O the following other investigations and mspections:
The following properties affecting the dam qualification have been investigated:
PROPERTY CONCLUSION
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The other factors affecting the dam qualification have been taken into account as follows:
Summary conceming dam qualification:
Date Signature
Officially approved:
Water and Environment District
Date Signature
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Date Signature
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APPENDIX 9. DAM SAFETY MONITORING PROGRAMME
THE SAFETY MONffORING PROGRAMME FOR THE
___________________
DAM
The state of the structures and facilities and changes in them that affect dam safety shall be
verified by regular mspections (to be held at intervais not exceedmg five years) with measure—
ments, analyses of observational data, test runs of the equipment, and other investigations
considered necessary.
The annual inspection shall establish the state of the structures and changes m them visually and
by means of equipment test runs. The structures shall be mspected in spring or early summer
after the flood and thaw.
The regular and annual inspections shall check each structure for the following (in a separate
appendix if necessary):
OBJEC NSPECTION
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The dam shall be monitored as follows (periodicity):
In addition, monitoring shall be made when the structures are subjected or may have been
subjected to special stress during the breakup of the ice or a flood or as a resuit of heavy rainfali
or a storm.
The following monitoring measures shall be taken:
MEASURES PERIOD$
1. inspection of visible parts of dam stiuctures everv time
2. checking of intemal inspection
galleries and wells
__________________
3. visual inspection of collection wells and discharge points
o dam filter system (performance of drains and colour
of seepage water)
4. reading the stand pipes, measuring weirs and other gauges
5. inspection of drains in the downstream area
____
6.
________________________________________________
_ __
The monitoring includes the following measures for individual structures (in separate appendix
if necessary):
OBJECF MEASURES
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The
D
above should be observed
until
Q until further notice
Date
Officially approved:
Water and Envfronment District
Date Signature
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Date Signature
Signature
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APPENDIX 11. EXAMPLES OF HOW TO MEASURE THE HEIGHT
OFADAM
H = height
See 2.52 and section 3 of the Dam Safety Act and section 1 of the Dam Safety Decree.
Concrete dam
Concrete dam
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Cofferdam
Measuring the height of a submerged dam
Quarrying
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APPENDIX 12. HYDROLOGICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
1 HYDROLOGICÄL DESIGN
CONSTRAINTS TO BE MET
BY DAMS
The design flood values given iii Table 1/12
based on the hazard risk class of the dam are
applied when designing the spilways. lii
designing the basins and dams off the channel
proper the value of the design flood can be
deduced from the catchment of the basin,
provided that the inflow channels of the basin
can be shut if necessary. It is imperative to
ascertain whether the inflow channels can also
be shut under abnonnal flood conditions.
Determinations of the discharge capacity of
the dam spilways shall take into account the
size of the reservoir and the discharge capac—
ity of any channel between the basin and dam.
At the initial stage of dam planning it is
important to ensure that the class and dimen—
sioning of the dam are compatible with exist—
ing dams in the water body. Data on them are
available from the owners of these dams and
from water and environment districts.
Ät discretion, lower design values can be
used in designing cofferdams, but iii certain
cases, e.g. when determining freeboard,
special attention shall be paid to the effect of
ice, e.g. of ftazil ice, in winter. There are no
strict design niles for cofferdams because the
needs and requirements of these dams vary
greatly depending on local conditions.
Table 1/12. Retum periods of design flood
by dam class
Class Retum period iii years
P 5000
— 10000
N 500
— 1000
0 100 — 500
2 DETERMINATION OF DESIGN
FLOOD
The selection of the method to determine the
design flood depends primarily on the hydro—
logical data available. The selection is also
influenced by the properties of the basin, the
type of regu]ation, the regulations imple—
mented lii the upstream area, and other
changes iii the catchment.
Depending on the data available the deter—
minations are made as follows:
1) ff more than 20 years of maximum dis—
charge data are available on the dam site a
frequency analysis is made using the Gumbel
distribution of extreme values.
2) ff a record of maximum discharge data
covering 5—20 years is available on the site
the data are submitted to frequency analysis.
It is recommended that a similar analysis be
made on a long sequence of maximum dis—
charge data from an adjacent water body using
the same years as for the target water body.
3) If a set of data covering more than five
years is available from the same w’ !o
close to the dam site (Iess than 20% can i
catchment size, no major lakes in between), its
maximum discharge data can be converted
into those of the dam site directly in propor—
tion to the catchment areas, thereafter pro—
ceeding as described in 1 or 2, depending on
the Iength of the observation sequence.
4) ff a set of data covering more than five
years is available from the same water body
(but not from unreasonably far ofi), but
which, however, does not meet the criteria of
3 above, its maximum discharge data are
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converted into those of the dam site using
nomograms, other sets of data and general
hydrological knowledge, thereafter proceeding
as in 1 or 2, depending on the length of the
observation sequence.
5) Otherwise, frequency analyses made using
the Gumbel distribution on data sets of over
20 years ftom the two most appropriate re—
ference water bodies are used. The results are
corrected by taking into account the difference
in hydrology between the reference and target
water bodies. Even a short data set ftom the
target water body, preferably ftom the dam
site, is then of particular importance.
6) If there are no appropriate reference water
bodies, the assessment has to be based on
nomograms, the hydrological properties of the
catchment and discharge data collected at the
dam site during the design period.
7) Coefflcients listed in Table 3/12 can be
used to determine a design flood flow corre—
sponding to a retum period of over 100 years.
The influence of other factors is taken into
account as follows:
A. If the volume of a basin is so large that the
design flood can be assumed to be damped
out, the entire design flood shall be deter—
mined (fig. 1/12):
1. Maximum discharges of different durations
(e.g. 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 days) and their occur—
rence in relation to the flood peak are calcu—
lated from the annual maximum discharge
peaks.
2. An analysis of retum periods is made on
maximum discharges of different durations
using the Gumbel distribution of extreme
values.
3. A hydrograph is compiled in which the
maximum discharges of different durations are
those referred to in A.2, and their relative
occunence corresponds to the average occur—
rence in A.1.
ff it is manifest from A.1 that the temporal
distribution of major floods differs ftom that
of minor floods, this fact can be taken into
account when dating maximum discharges of
different durations.
It is not necessary to compile a hydrograph
if the dimensions of the dam allow undamped
floods.
B. Analysis of retum periods of rare flood
cases cannot usually be based on a set of data
on regulated flows. Iii that case, the inflow
from the upstream area of the regulation
structure, the bulk of which at least comes
hom the unregulated region, shall be taken as
the basis.
C. If major regulation works have been made
in the upper catchment, calculation of the
design flood should start with the uppermost
regulation. The effect of each regulation on
the magnitude of the design flood is then
assessed by moving downstream (taking into
account the impact of a dam breach, if neces—
sary). In practice this usually requires data on
dams in the water body and the effect of the
dams on the advance of the flood to be
obtained fiom the dam owners and water
authorities.
D. Any extensive draining and other measures
affecting runoff made in the upper catchment
must be taken into account when determining
the design flood. Before the analysis of retum
periods is conducted the maximum discharges
predating the project are corrected to present—
day conditions with a coefficient based on the
estimated impact of the project. ff the changes
in the catchment continue and their final
magnitude can be estimated, this can be taken
into account when determining the value of
the coefficient.
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E. If a dam (and the associated basin) is
located off the main channel or if, in the
upper course of the water body, the flow has
been directed from one part of the water body
to the other using canals or other stiuctures,
the distribution of the flow between the chan—
neis in the event of rare floods should be
assessed for each branching point. The dis—
tribution should be based on the prevailing
conditions, because the value used m design is
rarely compatible with reality. ff one of the
channels at a branch can be completely
closed, this can be taken into account when
determining the design flood. However, it is
imperative to know that the channel can be
closed if necessary. During rare floods water
may be directed into abnormal paths in some
watercourses even if there are no structures
such as those mentioned above.
3 DETERMINATION OF DESIGN
HIGH WATER LEVEL AND
DESIGN OUTFLOW
level is controlled by the design flood, the
channel and the discharge capacity of the
dam.
For larger reservoir volumes the design
high water level and the design outflow are
calculated with either a simple water balance
method or a method that takes into account
the mclination of the water level m the reser—
voir. The latter shall be applied to long, nar—
row reservoirs. The Iength of the time step
used m the calculation depends on the surface
area of the reservoir and the magnitude of the
inflow. The results can be presented graphi—
cally as shown lii Figure 1/12. For summer
and winter floods and for reservoirs with
minor water resources it is recommended that
the highest permitted water level of the
reservoir be taken as the initial water Jevel of
the reservoir and, for the spring flood, the
water level that existed before the flood,
determined from the operational data.
An ice jam or ftazil ice in a river may
cause a high water level with a retum period
significantly longer than that of the maximum
discharge occurring during the existence of the
Design high water level and design outflow
are determined ftom the design flood, the
water level at the onset of the flood and the
surface area curve of the reservoir. For exist—
ing dams the design high water level depends
unambiguously on the design flood and the
initial water level. The best combination of
design high water level and design outflow is
sought for the dams under design. In both
cases allowance must be made for wind, flow
changes and impact due to ice and added to
the calculated design high water level if con—
sidered necessary. Determinations of the
discharge capacity of the dam omit the flow
through the power station machinery.
ff the volume of the reservoir is small, the
design outflow equals the design flood. In that
case the initial water level does not play a
significant role and the design high water
Q
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Figure 1/12. An example of reservoir routing
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ice jam or frazil ice. The high water level iii
the reservoir may be markedly affected by the
volume of ice gathered in the reservoir or by
the impact of ice on the discharge structures.
The return period of the inflow chosen for
use in dimensioning the spilways depends not
only on the safety factor against the dam
breach but also on dam construction costs.
The retum period is a statistical parameter and
the probability that the design flood will be
exceeded mcreases along with the operational
age of the dam. ff it is assumed that the
operational life of a dam, for instance, is 100
years, then there is a 63% probability that a
flood with a ftequency of less than once in
100 years wifl occur during this time and an
18% probability that a flood with a ftequency
of less than once in 500 years will occur
(Table 2/12). As dams, excluding temporary
ones, are designed to Iast for a long time,
there is no sense in dimensioning them on the
basis of short retum periods. Dam design is
facilitated by the fact that the change iii the
design flood decreases in relation to the
increase in the return period. ff a flood with a
frequency of once in 1000 years is taken as
the design flood the design discharge is only
30% greater than if a flood with a ftequency
of once in 100 years had been selected as the
design flood Cfable 3/12). Therefore, the dam
construction costs do not usually increase
much when the retum period of the design
flood is lengthened.
Table 2/12. Probability (%) of the design flood being exceeded during the retum period as a
function of the design operational life of the structure
Flood retum Design life of dam (yr)
period (yr)
10 50 100 200 500 1 000
10 65 99 100 100 100 100
50 1$ 64 87 98 100 100
100 10 40 63 87 99 100
200 5 22 39 63 92 99
500 2 10 18 33 63 86
1000 1 5 10 18 39 63
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Table 3/12. Ratios of maximum discharges at some observation sites determined using the
Gumbel distribution of extreme values
Observation site HQ1000 HQ5000 10000
HQ100 HQ100 HQ100
4:6 Lieksanjoki, Ruunaa 1.28 1.47 1.55
4:24a Koitajoki, Lylykoski 1.27 1.46 1.54
4:8087 Kallavesi, Konnus+Karvio 1.28 1.48 1.57
14:9 Vuosjärvi, Huopanankoski 1.27 1.46 1.54
14:29 Nilakka, Äyskoski 1.28 1.4$ 1.56
14:40 Petäjävesi, outlet 1.30 1.51 1.60
16:la Koskenkylänjoki,Pyhäjärvi 1.35 1.59 1.70
28:3 Aurajoki, Hypöistenkoski 1.32 1.55 1.65
35:94 Loimijoki, Maurialankoski 1.30 1.50 1.59
42:10 Kyrönjoki, Lansorsund 1.26 1.44 1.51
44:5 Lapuanjoki, Pappilankari 1.29 1.49 1.57
51:2 Lestijoki, Lestijärvi 1.28 1.47 1.56
54:4 Pyhäjoki, Pyhäkoski 1.29 1.49 1.58
57:7 Siikajoki, Länkelä 1.30 1.51 1.60
59:19 Lammasjärvi, outlet 1.29 1.49 1.58
60:4 Kiiminginjoki, Haukipudas 1.30 1.50 1.59
61:19 lijoki, Merikoski 1.26 1.45 1.52
65:17 Kemihaara, Kummaniva 1.26 1.43 1.51
65:36 Ounasjoki, Marraskoski 1.31 1.48 1.56
67:8 Muonionjoki, Muonio 1.25 1.43 1.51
67:22 Tomionjoki, Karunki 1.25 1.42 1.49
71:8 Juutuanjoki, Saukkoniva 1.28 1.48 1.56
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APPENDIX 13. REQUIREMENTS OF EMBANKMENT DAMS
1 PLANNING
1.1 Competence of designer
A designer of P and N dams and of the T
dams comparable to them shall have a know—
ledge of foundation engineering and soil
mechanics corresponding to the main subject
level of a graduate construction engineer and
at least five years previous experience lii
geotechnical planning. A designer of P dams
shall also be experienced in the design of
embankment dams.
1.2 Loads and calculations
The different parts of the dam are dimen—
sioned taking into account the weight of the
materiais in the structure, the loads due to
seepage (jore water pressures), the forces
caused by waves and ftost, and the traffic load
on the dam crest. Vibrations due to blasting
may also create Ioads during construction.
Depending on the case, other external Ioads
shall also be taken into account in calcula—
tions.
The stability of a dam is calculated at least
for the construction period (the risk is usually
highest at the end of the work), nonnal oper—
ational conditions and afier a rapid fali m
water level (the risk is usually highest when
the water level drops from HW to the techni—
cal NW). Other loading cases should be con—
sidered individually. The stability calculation
includes the stabilities of the dam and foun—
dation.
Dam and foundation settlements are dealt
wjth in accordance with conventional calcula—
tion procedures.
1.3 Calculation of seepage flow
Seepage flows through, under or around the
embankment dams are assessed for different
cross—sections. The calculations are performed
with reliable software. The sites of the struc—
tures associated with the dam or running
through the dam shall be treated separately,
unless the flow there is not made smaller than
in the enveloping dam.
The seepage fiow rate and flow concentra—
tions (maximum flow rate and maximum
gradients) are calculated.
1.4 Stability calculations
Stabilities are calculated for different cross—
sections at least for the loads referred to in
1.2. The calculation can be made either with
the total safety method or using partial safety
coefficients. Total safety is the ratio of shear
strength to the shear stress prevailing in the
assumed fracture piane. The Guidelines for
foundation Construction (RIL 121—1988) are
applied when the method of partial safety
coefficients is used at the rupture limit.
The rupture limit analyses should be sup—
plemented with calculations on strain under
the conditions prevailing when the dam is in
use, at least if the dam is made of materiais
whose maximum strength is mobilized at very
different stTain values (an extreme case; clay
core/blasted rock shoulder). In the above
cases calculations of the total safety or the
limit state of failure may give too favourable
a picture of dam stability.
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1.5 Minimum requirements for dams
1.5.1 Stability
The total stability of dams in a state of con—
stant seepage flow should be at ieast 1.5. At
the final stage of constmction and on a sudden
fail m water level (HW—NW) total stability
shouid not be less than 1.3.
1.5.2 Freeboard of dam
The freeboard of N and P dams (difference
between the dam crest and the HW level) is
deduced from the maximum wave height at
HW. The freeboard should be at least twice
the height of the maximum wave. A prelimi—
nary calcuiation of wave height can be made
from the length of the open water area. More
detailed dimensioning takes account of the
direction, duration and velocity of the prevail—
ing winds.
The freeboard shali, however, aiways equai
the depth of ftost penetration that occurs at
ieast once in ten years (in general the domi—
nant factor of the freeboard).
for 0 dams the freeboard is determined by
the maximum wave height or depth of frost
penetration occurring once in five years.
1.5.3 Safety margin of dam
The safety margin of P and N dams
(difference between the top of the core and
the HW level) should he no less than 0.4 m,
and for 0 dams 0.3 m. Mlowance must also
be made for settlement of the structure and
foundation.
1.5.4 Wet siope facing
The size of boulders in wet siope facing and
the thickness of the facing are determined
from the maximum wave height. The range of
the variation in high water dictates the extent
of the facing. The design wave height should
not be less than 1.5 m if the damaging effect
of ice loads on the facing is to be prevented.
If smalier boulders are used, structures may
need to he repaired now and then.
1.5.5 Dam crest
The crest width of P and N dams should be at
ieast 4 m. The width must be fncreased by 0.5
m if the height of the dam exceeds 10 m, and
by a further 0.5 m for each successive 10 m.
For special reasons the crest width of N dams
less than 4 m high can he 3.5 m. The crest of
o dams shouid he no Jess than 3 m wide.
The crest should be passable over its entire
iength.
1.5.6 Filtering structures and drainage
system of a dam
The filtering stiuctures and the drainage sys—
tem should be so dimensioned that they are
capable, in ali circumstances, of protecting the
core against erosion and of discharging the
waters seeping through, under or around the
dam and to smooth any peaks in flow gra—
dients. The filtering structures must meet the
grain size criteria, and their permeabiiity must
he higher than that of the protected structure
by a factor of 100. The drainage system must
be able to put through a volume which is ten
times that of the calculated total seepage
water.
1.5.7 Vegetation
No trees are allowed on the dam crest or wet
siope, but trees not exceeding 50 mm in
diameter at the butt end are permitted to grow
on the dry siope. Exceptions to this rule can
be made only after an investigation of each
dam in question.
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1.6 Filing the design documents
Calculations and data on materiais and other
design documents are filed so as to be avail-
ahle for later repairs shouid the need arise.
The main design infonnation is filed together
with the completion documents as required by
this Code of Practice.
2 CONSTRUCTION
2.1 Management and supervisory
personnel
The management and supervisory personnel
shall have sufficient experience of carrying
out demanding earthworks, and the persons
responsible for these works shali have ex—
perience of previous works on embankment
dams.
The supervisory personnel and manage—
ment shall not be dependent on each other,
and the supervisor shall have the right to hait
construction should the conditions, materiais
used or work methods differ from those spe—
cified in the design documents.
The designer shall participate in supervi—
sion by overseeing the most demanding work
stages and inspecting the site records.
2.2 Quality control of work and
materiais
Work is controlied by continualiy monitoring
its progress. The quality of work and materiais
is controlled at least as stated in the control
programme compiied in association with the
design documents. The programme must give
the minimum standards for investigations of
materiais and control tests of the structure.
Records are kept of the control tests. They
shall record the date and results of the tests,
any deviations and the corrections made, etc.
iii such a manner that the sites of the tests can
he unambiguously located afterwards.
2.3 Filing of work documents
Ali resuits of quality control tests and controi
reports are coiiated and filed. A summary is
made of them and added to the dam comple—
tion documents.
Record drawings showing ali the stiuctures
made including the foundation works and any
changes in plans implemented during the work
are made on the basis of measurements
undertaken during the work.
3 MONITORING
3.1 Monitoring personnel
The personnel participating in the commis—
sioning and regular inspections are referred to
in chapters 5 and 6. It is recommended that
the dam designer or a person with the cor—
responding expertise should participate in the
annual inspections (at Ieast for P dams).
Personnel undertaking the monitoring
proper shall be trained at the dam, appropriate
attention being paid to the special features of
each dam.
3.2 Monitoring of seepage waters
Seepage waters can he monitored with pore
water pressure gauges, groundwater wells,
drain structures or drainage ditches. Special
emphasis should be placed on changes lii pore
water pressure, water ievel or rate of water
flow, and on water quality (colour, turbidity,
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etc.). After compietion of the dam (by the
firstregular inspection at the latest) aiarm
iimits shouid be set for pore water pressure,
the water level m groundwater tubes and/or
the measured water volumes, which, if over—
or undershot, would cail for inspection by an
expert at ieast.
Objects subject to special surveiliance are
springs, wet areas in the downstream area,
changes in vegetation (e.g. proliferation of
willow) and areas that remain ice—ftee in
winter or become snow—free early in spring.
lii areas where the tail water extends to the
dry siope of the dam it is not usually possible
to measure seepage water flow. To determine
the quality of seepage waters the inspections
should be made when there is no flow iii the
downstream channel.
The concentrations of seepage flows can he
studied with ground—penetrating radar. It is
recommended that the radar be used at regular
intewais at ali embankment dams. With the
aid of the radar resuits it is also possibie to
place monitoring mstruments (pore water
pressure gauges, groundwater wells etc.) at the
site of the detected concentrations and thus to
improve the surveiliance.
3.3 Monitoring the structure
The stiucture can he monitored with measure—
ments (levelling, settiement observations, etc.)
and visually. The visual monitoring shouid
concentrate above ali on the changes that are
taking place (settlements/cracks in the crest or
siopes, state of facing, unusual frost heaves,
etc.). The wheel track grooves on the dam
crest may not exceed 50 mm in depth.
The embanlanent dams shali be kept free
from vegetation so that any deformations are
readily visible. The drainage ditches in par—
ticular shall be kept clean.
Frost action on the dam crest and slopess—
hould he monitored regularly making use of
measurements of frost heaving, the depth
offrost penetration and the temperature of the
structure.
3.4 Filing the monitoring data
Monitoring data are fiied and summaries are
made for the annual and reguiar inspections.
4 COFFERDAMS
4.1 Design
The same requirements appiy to cofferdams as
to permanent dams. However, stability during
the life—time of the dam need not be more
than 1.3 (total safety). Stabiiity must then be
calculated applying the maximum water ievel
that occurs during the period the dam is in use
and the traffic ioads during the construction of
the dam.
4.2 Construction
The supewisory instructions for embankment
dams proper are applied, as appropriate, to the
construction of cofferdams, construction and
quality controi.
4.3 Monitoring
The cofferdams are monitored mainly by the
site personnei. A monitoring programme must
aiways be drafted for a dangerous cofferdam
comparabie to a P dam. for other cofferdams
a monitoring programme is drafted at the
discretion of the designer.
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APPENDIX 14. REQUIREMENTS OF CONCRETE DAMS
1 DESIGN
1.1 Competence of the designer
The designer of a concrete dam shall have
sufficient qualifications as required by the
dam class and structure, and appropriate
experience in designing concrete structures.
The designer of a concrete dam is either
the chief designer or acts under the super—
vision of the chief designer. The chief desig—
ner is responsible for coordinating the plans of
different parties.
The concrete structures of P and N dams
shall be designed in structural class 1. In this
class the competence of the designer is ascer—
tained by a panel of experts appointed by
organizations in the building and concrete
sector.
1.2 Loads and their calculation
The loads are calculated as stated in the
Guidelines for Structural Loads (RIL 144—
1990).
The design discharges and corresponding
water leveis can be calculated hom the statis—
tical data as shown in Appendix 12. The upiifi
affecting the boifom of the dam can be calcu—
lated ftom the seepage flow analysis, provided
experimental permeability values are available
for the basement rock/soi!. The calculation can
be made lii two or three dimensions. The
computer software must be weIl—tested and
approved for these applications. If necessary,
the results should be checked with measure—
ments.
1.3 Combining the loads
The Ioads are combined by applying the
Guidelines for Structural Loads, taking into
account the magnitude of the concomitantly
effective loads with special emphasis on the
simultaneous occurrence of different water
leveis and ice loads.
1.4 Stability calculation
The structure must have sufficient safety
against overtuming and s!iding. The safety is
determined with either the total safety method
or a limit state procedure.
Safety against overtuming determined with
the total safety method is considered sufficient
if it is >1.5 under normal conditions and >1.3
during maintenance, when the structure is
empty and without machinery and facilities.
Under normal operational conditions, safety
against s!iding must be >2.0 and during main—
tenance >1.8. The safety va!ues are calcu!ated
using the nominal Ioads.
If the limit state procedure is used, safety
against overtuming and sliding can be
assessed by applying the Norwegian instruc—
tions for dam design (forskrifter for dammer,
Norges vassdrags— og elektrisitetsvesen 1982).
Safety against overtuming and sliding can
also be estimated with the appropriate FEM
modeis.
1.5 Measures to improve stability
Dam stability can be improved with prestres—
sed anchorage devices. These may be either
stiand or bar anchors. Only double—protected
anchors are applicab!e. Shou!d the anchors be
used to improve stabi!ity under normal opera—
tional conditions it is imperative that their
stress can be tested during use.
Conventional grouted deformed steel rock
bolts, whether prestressed or not, are not taken
into account as a stabilising factor in the
stability assessment of the structure unless
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their long—term strength and deformability
andthe displacement ability of the stTucture
have been established.
It is important that the functioning of the
anchorage can be checked during use.
Conventional drains, whose functioning cannot
he checked during use of the dam, are not
taken into account as a factor reducing pore
water pressure. The magnitude of uplift can be
monitored with pore water pressure gauges
installed under the structure.
1.6 Properties of materiais
In the design of dam stTuctures the require—
ments set by watertightness and ftost resis—
tance must be taken into account when deter—
mining the enviromnental class. As a rule,
structures belong to enviromuental class 1.
In the design of massive structural parts it
is essential that the changes in volume caused
by hydration heat do not have an adverse
effect on the structure. As a rule, low—heat
cements are preferred. Normally there is no
need to take protective measures if the tem—
perature difference between the surface and
the intemal parts of the structure is < 200C.
If necessary, the dissolving effect of the
aggressive substances transported by air and
rainwater on calcium compounds should be
taken into account.
1.7 Mode of function of the
structure
The dam structure shall be divided into parts
with movement joints, taking into account
factors such as the type of foundation. As a
rule, the machinery units should he divided
into blocks of their own. The linking of the
concrete dam to embankment dams or peri—
pheral fihis should be designed in cooperation
with the geotechnical designer.
Changes in volume due to hydration heat
during construction are taken into account by
dividing the structure into casting blocks and
making the casting sequence as appropriate as
possible.
1.8 Design documents
The design materiais are documented as stated
iii the instructions for structural calculation,
and information about the place where they
are filed is entered in the Iist of completion
documents.
2 SUPERVISION DURING
CONSTRUCTION
2.1 Competence of management
The foreman responsible for concrete works
shall have the competence required by the
structural class and, in general, the com—
petence of a foreman supervising demanding
works.
2.2 Supervision of work quality
The quality control of the concrete structures
is made in accordance with the concrete
standards. Matters essential for dam safety
should be checked as construction proceeds. A
record should he kept of inspections to an
extent considered appropriate. Matters to he
supervised and recorded include the type and
permeability of the basement rock/soil, the
stress of the prestressed anchorage, tempera—
ture changes in cast structures, etc.
2.3 Recording the work information
The results of the quality control tests and
inspections made during the construction stage
are summarized and added to the commis—
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sioning inspection documents. The quality and anchorage, the amount and type of leaks,
control reports are filed with the completion and changes in them.
documents. Water bodies and submerged structures are
inspected when possible during maintenance
3 MONITORING DURING USE while the structures are visible. A record is
kept of the inspections and added to the
Monitoring objects important for dam safety documents of regular inspections. A diver is
during use include the functioning of drains employed if necessary.
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APPENDIX 15. REQUIREMENTS OF GATES
1 STEEL STRUCTURES
The steel structures of gates shall he designed
in accordance with the Guidelines for the
Design of Steel Structures SfS 3200, taking
into account the strength specifications re—
quired by conditions during use.
The Joads shall be considered as stated in
the Guidelines for Stmctural Loads (RIL 144—
1990).
2 MÄCHINERY
Devices to prevent overloading:
If the structure is such that the machinery or
gate can get damaged at overload, the machi—
nery shall include a safety device provided
with an appropriate alarm system.
To prevent slanting:
The slanting of gates shall be prevented either
mechanically or electrically. The machinery
shall have a detector to record any slanting
that interferes with operations, and a system
for straightening the gate.
Functioning of chains:
If the force acting on the gate is transmitted
by chains, it must be ascertained that the
chains and winding drum work in winter,
too.
Greasers:
It is important that the gate can he readily and
safely greased, and that the person responsihle
for the functioning of the gate sees to the
necessary greasing iii accordance with the
maintenance programme.
Test run:
If necessary, functioning of the machinery
shall be ascertained with a test run.
3 ELECTRICAL DEVICES
The design and use of the electrical devices
shall comply with the regulations for electrical
safety.
Limit switches:
The machinery shall he fifted with reliable
limit switches, which stop the movement at
the extreme gate positions and in certain
special circumstances.
Heating:
ff it is necessary to use the gate also at sub—
zero temperatures, the gate and its reveal shall
be provided with a heating system. If the
machinery and electrical devices require a
warm room or operation centre these must he
provided with effective heating facilities.
Information about the attitude of the gate:
The user of the gate must be reliably informed
about the attitude of the gate.
Warning devices:
If unexpected opening of the gate endangers
human life, people shall be warned about the
opening with a siren or the like.
4 USE AND MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS
Use and maintenance instructions shall be
drawn up for the gate and stored in an ap—
propriate manner.
5 EMERGENCY HOISTING
SYSTEM
P and N dams:
In addition to the hoisting system proper, the
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gate must have an emergency hoisting system
with a hoisting time sufficiently short in
relation to the time margin allowed by the
dam. The time margin is the period during
which malfunction or damage may resuit in a
dangerous situation. for example, it may be
the time during which water rises from HW to
emergency HW. The emergency hoisting
system shall he such that the gate can be
opened even during a power failure.
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APPENDIX 16. PRESENTATION
HAZARD RISK ASSESSMENT
The results of each flood case assessment,
derived from either calculations or scale
model tests, shall be presented on a map
(1:20 000) and in tabies listing water level and
flow data at different stages of flood by
cross—section.
Flood map
The map shall show:
O the path of the flood peak as a maximum
water level contour
O the boundaries of the flooded area half an
hour and one hour afier the failure
O the Iocations and code numbers of the
computed cross—sections
O the point of time of the maximum water
level at each cross—section in hours from
the failure.
A flood map can be compiled as an over—
Iay on a basic map using its contour element
as a map base drawn on a transparent sheet.
The overlay must be provided with register
and position marks.
Tabulated flood data
The flood data on the calculated cross—
sections should be presented in tabies as
follows:
OF THE FLOOD RESULTS OF A
O water Jevel (W), discharge (Q) and flow
velocity (v) at each cross—section at differ—
ent moments during the flood
O a summary table giving for each cross—
section:
— the initial discharge (m3/s) before the
onset of the flood
— maximum discharge (m3/s)
— the moment at which the maximum
discharge occurred in hours from the
failure
— the initial water level (÷m) before the
flood
— maximum water level (+m)
— the moment at which the maximum
water level was reached in hours hom
the failure
— the difference between the maximum
water level and the initial water level
— maximum flow velocities (m/s).
The flood data tabulated as above should
be appended to the flood map so that the
flood data on each cross—section are easily
readable. If space allows, the flood data can
be made more graphic by transferring some of
them to the overlay.
Figiire 1/16 gives an example of a flood—map
overlay.
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the moment at whfch the water reaches the maximum
level in the cross—section in hours from the fallure
the highest water level contour due to the failure
water level contours half an hour and one hour
after the failure
— code number of cross—section
Figure 1/16. A flood map ot a hazard risk assessment.
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APPENDIX 17. ASSESSMENT Of THE IMPACf OF A WASTE DAM
FAILURE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT *)
1 GENERAL
Year in which basin fiuing started
_______________________________
Year m which fiuing was completed (if known)
Estimated maximum amount of waste in basin (m3)
Mean increase in amount of liquid waste
per year (m3)
Recycling of process water (%)
Volume of basin (m3)
Liquid waste as a proportion of
waste basin volume (%)
Is the basin monitored for effluents
___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Substances (concentrations and quantitfes) in the water discharged from the basin (e.g. according
to the latest annual report of the obiigatory monitoring of effluents or seepage waters):
*) details in separate appendices if necessary
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2 WASTES IN THE BASIN
2.1 The impounded material contains the following substances harmful or
and the environment:
dangerous to health
Harmful or Mode of Amount/ Date of Substances as
dangerous formation e.g. concentrafions disposal/ proportion (¾)
substances process mode of of total to be
disposal washed into the
envkonment in
a dam failure
The impounded substances endanger health and the environment because:
2.2 Any other substances in the waste basin:
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2.3 Chemical and biological determinations on the impounded waste (to be made as the need
arises if the health and environmental risks of the waste dam cannot be assessed othenvise)
1) pH value
_________________________________________
2) electrical conductivity
3) total nitrogen content
________ ________
4) total phosphorus content
__ ____
5) chemical oxygen consumption (COD)
6) heavy metais
_ _
7) harmful organic substances
or groups of substances
8) acute toxicity to water ilea
Daphnia magna EC5O (24 or 48 h)
3 AN ASSESSMENT OF THE DANGER CAUSED BY DAM FAILURE (if calculations or
scale model tests have been made of the flood wave caused by failure of the waste dam, the
results must he used in points 3 and 4)
3.1 A drawing on a basic map showing the area over which waste would spread in the event of
a failure and the objects at risk in this area
3.2 The danger to human life, health, the environment or property caused by dam failure (if there
are several possible failure paths, each of them should be treated separately)
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3.3 Surface water areas, their catchments, groundwater areas, their areas of formation, surface
water intake plants, groundwater intake plants, household wells or other objects at risk on the
failure path (if there are several failure paths, each should be treated separately)
3.4 The impact of waste on the water body and environment in a dam failure (e.g. unpleasant
smell, nonaesthetic fonns, oxygen deficiency, fish deaths; if there are several failure paths, each
should be treated separately)
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4 PRELIMNARY ACTIONS AND PREVENTIVE MEA$URES TO PROTECT OBJECFS AT
RISK N THE EVENT OF A FAILURE (the assessment may include 1) information about
ditches, depressions iii the terrain, etc., in which the waste can be stopped hom spreading and
collecting, 2) plans and materiais for building temporary dams at suitable sites, or the closing
of ditches with a dam to prevent the spread of waste, and 3) a protective embankment around
the objects at risk)
5 OTHER ffEMS TO BE CON$IDERED
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APPENDIX 18. A SITE PLAN FOR A P DAM AND PRECAUTIONS
AGAINST ACCIDENTS
1 OUTLINE AND DRAFTING OF
A SITE PLAN
A site pian is drawn up jointiy by a fire
authority and the dam owner or hoider. Its
general outline is as follows.
Components of the site pian (DO = dam
owner or hoider, FA = fire authority)
1) Descr;ption of hazard risk (DO)
O general description of dam and water body
O examination of hazard risk assessment
2) Information about the accident (DO and
FA)
3) Measures appiied to hydrauiic structures
and water body, and the repair of dam dama—
ges (DO)
4) Provision of personnel and equfpment in
the event of an accident
O those of the dam owner (DO)
O others (FA)
5) Materiais needed in the event of an acci—
dent (DO)
6) Other precautionary countermeasures taken
(DO and FA)
7) Account of the type and amount of the
substance impounded by a waste dam and the
hazard risk due to it (DO)
8) Rescue operations in the event of an acci—
dent (FA)
The foliowing are appended to the site pian:
O a diagram showing the alarm connections
(FA)
— alert of authorities
— alert of popuiation
O personnel of the dam owner (DO)
O equipment resources (DO and FA)
O a map (1:20 000) of the dammed area and
roads and of sites from which repair
materiais can be extracted (DO).
A site pian like this wouid contain the
accounts and action pians referred to under
section 4 of the Dam Safety Decree. The
original is heid by the fire authority and a
copy is kept iii the dam safety fiie. The fire
authority is also provided with an operative
map of the results of the hazard risk assess—
ment (cf. chapter 7).
The procedures defined in the site pian
may be carried out as iliustrated in Fig. 1/18.
The contents of the site pian are described in
detail in the foilowing.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE
HAZARD RISK
The dam owner or hoider draws up a brief
general description of the dam and the as—
sociated water body at the beginning of the
site pian. The description should he restricted
to those items that must he known m the
event of an accident.
This part includes the dam owner’s general
description of the significant results of the
hazard risk assessment.
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Other damage
Repair pian
1
Repairs required by the
speciai pennit and the
necessary countermeasures
(emptying the basin, opening
or closing the dams, etc.)
OBSERVATION Of THE DAMAGE
Major damage Report of observations
4,
REGIONAL ALARM CENTRE 1
the control point of an
automatic alarm system, if any,
is iii the regional alann centre
major
Minor damage
damage
Ir
Checking the situation
Urgent rescue and repafr operations iaunched
Population in immed;ate danger alerted and arrangements made for evacuation
Operational bodies alerted
1
fuil assessment of the damage and ensuing hazard risk
Rescue and repafr operations directed by
O fire authority
O dam owner
O management group with members as called for by the situation
O experts
Damage endangering human life
“1
4,
Rescue of population and property in danger
and the immediate emergency measures applied
to water body or hydraulic structures
(Dam Safety Act, section 11 paragraph 2)
to prevent and restrict the damage.
1
Alerting the population
O aiarm device on the dam
O radio
O police and fire brigade
Evacuation (population and cattle)
Protection of property and removal from danger
Isolation of the area
Traffic controi
Provision of information
Pumping water, etc.
Figure 1/18. Action required by the site pian
Application for special permits
for countenneasures (other than
immediate emergency measures)
(Act on Amending the Water Act
605/82, chapter 21 section 19)
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3 HOW TO OBTAIN AND
CHECK INFORMATION ABOUT
THE ACCIDENT
Together with the fire authority the dam
owner or hoider shall ascertain how informa—
tion about damage to a dam, an imminent risk
of an accident or an accident can be expressed
and how it wifl be conveyed to the fire autho—
rities (regional alarm centre and fire brigades),
to those responsible for water regulation
(regional control centres and dam supervisors),
the dam hoider (responsible persons), water
and environmental authorities (water and
environment district and experts), the major
users of the water and water body (down—
stream water intake piants and dams), and the
road and traffic controi authorities (endan—
gered bridges, the Finnish National Road
Administration and the poiice).
In this context an expianation is given of
the information that should be soiicited ftom
the people reporting the event and how it
should be checked. The information should be
presented in an alarm diagram, which may be
appended to the site pian (to faciiitate updat—
ing of the data). The personnel responsible for
dam maintenance shail be instructed about
giving the alarm. In this respect the regional
control centres, which are on round—the—clock
duty, are in a key position.
4 MEASURES TO BE APPLIED
TO THE WATER BODY AND
HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES,
AND THE REPAIR OF DAM
DAMAGE
In the site pian the dam owner or hoider shall
set out the measures that, in the event of a
dam failure or likeiy occurrence of one, can
be taken forthwith to prevent or limit the
damage that would otherwise resuit from the
accident. Depending on the conditions, these
measures include repair of the damaged dam
or repair to prevent or slow down the spread
of the damage, and adjustment of filling and
discharge flow.
The site pian shall show whether water can
be channelled eisewhere with emergency
measures. Measures that change structures and
the need for and consequences of them shall
be listed. It must also be shown where and
how emergency measures such as opening the
dam, and closing or diverting a channel can
be done, and who is authorized to undertake
these measures (Dam Safety Act, section 11).
The equipment and materiais required by the
emergency measures and the expertise to use
them and the training of rescue personnel in
advance must also be made clear.
It is imperative that the fiiiing and dis—
charge flow can be adjusted immediately the
alarm is given. To this end, measures must be
taken to ensure that those responsible for
adjustments, such as a power plant, remote
controi centre (e.g. regional control centre) or
the dam manager, can immediately be
infonned about the event by the regional
alarm centre. The dam owner explains in
advance how adjustments are made, and in his
pian lists the adjustments to he made and the
consequences to the water body of using
different adjustments ftom those iii the permit.
It shail also be shown which of the down—
stream water body regulating bodies shail be
informed simultaneousiy about the accident
and the adjustment measures they shouid take.
The dam owner shaii aiso give preiiminary
instmctions in the site pian about repairs to
the dam. Dam damage can be temporarily
repaired hy:
O ciosing the breach part with blasted rock,
sandbags or other heavy objects and
materiais transported to the site, or with
materiais taken from the dam crest ciose to
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the breach protecting the breach part
withgeotextiles or other fabrics preventing
displacement of the materiais piled up on
top of it
O seaiing the breach part by spreading tar—
paulins and plastic sheeting over the wet
siope of the dam
O ciosing the gates with stoplogs, needies,
piates, etc., and
O reinforcing concrete or earth structures
with toe weights and shouiders.
The initial repairs appiied to a damaged
dam may he urgent. lii some cases the neces—
sary speed can be achieved only with the aid
of the fire authorities and their equipment.
Therefore, the availability of appropriate
equipment shaii he taken into account iii the
site pian, and the fire brigade should be suffi—
cientiy instructed in emergency dam repair
measures.
5 PERSONNEL AND
EQUIPMENT NEEDED IN THE
EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT
The dam owner or hoider shall provide infor—
mation about the personnel he has available,
such as their number, their occupations and
their work sites. The data on those responsible
for the dam shall inciude their name, fieid of
expertise, home address and alarm connec—
tions. To faciiitate updating of the pian par—
ticuiars likely to change should be given in
appendices.
The dam owner or hoider shall also ascer—
tain what machinery, e.g. excavators, buli—
dozers, wheei loaders, chassis, dump lorries,
mobiie cranes, and grouting equipment and
materiais, are required by the repairs in the
preliminary instructions and what machinery
he himseif has. A records of the above ma—
chinery owned by outsiders is kept and up—
dated by the fire authority with the assistance
of the dam owner. To ease the updating,
changing data shouid he given iii an appendix.
6 MATERIALS NEEDED IN THE
EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT
The dam owner of hoider shall see to it that
blasted rock or naturai bouiders to be used in
repair are stored or otherwise availabie near
the dam. The biasted rock storage or the
bouider extraction site shail be so iocated that
repairs can be started at any piace on the dam
crest within an hour ftom the beginning of
ioading.
The total voiume of the biasted rock or
bouiders shail be 3 H3 (m3), where H stands
for the maximum height of the dam iii metres.
However, no more than 2 000 bulk m3 need
be reserved for the dams of one basin. The
average size of the biasted rock shaii he at
least 0.1 m3 and that of the natural boulders at
least 0.2 m3, with the maximum sizes of both
not exceeding 1 m3, which is the size of a
boulder that can be handied by a 10—t wheei
loader.
If materiais suitabie for seaiing (e.g. giacial
till) are not availabie within the above trans—
port distance from the dam, they, too, shall be
stored in amounts corresponding to those of
biasted rock. Infonnation about the availabiiity
of gravel and sand shaii he included iii the site
pian.
The site pian shali inciude a map of
materiais intended for accident prevention
showing the extraction sites for biasted rock
and giacial till. The map shali also show the
roads and ascents along which the materials
can be transported to the dam. In addition, the
avaiiability of other materiais needed for
repairs, such as geotextiies must aiso be
established.
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7 OTHER COUNTERMEASURES
IN THE EVENT Of A DAM
BREACH
ff there are people living so close to the dam
in a potential downstream hazard area that the
alarm given by the fire and rescue services
could not possibly reach them in time, the
area at particularly high risk shall be provided
with a system capabie of sounding the alarm
in time. The normative time limit for an area
at particularly high risk is two hours from
dam failure. The need for such a system shali
be ascertained by the fire authority, and the
conclusion given in the site pian. Under the
fire and Rescue Services Act, the fire autho—
rity can order the necessary equipment to be
acquired.
If for some other reason it is unnecessary
to establish an aiarm system iii the area in
question (see the Ministry of the Interior
directive of 30.4.1979 on Iocai aiarm systems,
Publication of the Rescue Department, MI
5/1979), the dam owner must set up an alarm
system. The alarm devices of the system must
be such that, if necessary, they can be acti—
vated ftom the dam, an appropriate remote
control centre and the regional aiarm reception
centre. Use can be made of the above Minis—
try of the Interior directive on locai aiarm
systems when pianning the alarm system. The
function of the speciai aiarm system shall be
set out in the site pian.
8 AN ACCOUNT OF THE TYPE
AND QUANTITY OF
SUBSTANCE IMPOUNDED
BY A WASTE DAM AND THE
HAZARD RISK IT PRESENTS
The dam owner or hoider shail assess the
health and environmental effects of a waste
dam faiiure and the measures needed to
combat the danger. The items to be deait
with areshown in the model form in Appendix
17, which, when compieted, can be used as
the required assessment (cf. 7.14)
9 RESCUE OPERATIONS IN AN
ACCIDENT
The fire authority draws up for the site pian
his account of the rescue operations to be
undertaken in an accident caused by a P dam.
The account deais with the suppiementary and
speciai arrangements which the rescue opera—
tions may entail in a dam accident.
The speciai arrangements, to which refer—
ence shaii be made in the basic pian of the
rescue service at local authority ievei and, if
necessary, aiso at cooperation area levei, may
he needed for:
O defining the duties of the authorities and
bodies participating iii the rescue service
O intermunicipai cooperation and assistance
O command in the event of an accident
O communications
O nursing and environmental heaith care
O service activities (meais, temporary ac—
commodation, materiais service, acquisition
of service materiais)
O aierting the population (waming, directing
the move from the danger area and evacu—
ation)
O providing information in an accident.
The above pians are drawn up in accordance
with instructions ftom the Ministry of the
Interior. The pianning is based on the hazard
risk assessments of a P dam or several suc—
cessive P dams, which define the worst poss—
ibie accident situation.
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APPENDD( 19. SUMMARY OF DAM SAFETY MEASURES
DESIGN
O under the dfrection and responsibility
of the chief designer
O determination of dam class
O hydrological specifications
O hazard risk assessment if necessary
O structural design
DAM SAFETY FILE
O three copies of it are sent together with
the monitoring programme to the water
and environment district
O missing items are added at completion
of the commissioning inspection
O the file is kept up—to—date by supple—
menting it at regular inspections and
in special cases
CONSTRUCTION
O the water and environment district is
infonned about the date construction
began
O good construction practice and quality
control
PREVENTION Of AND
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST
A DAM ACCIDENT
A P dam (before starting to raise
the water or other impounded substance):
O hazard risk assessment (dam owner or
hoider)
O other accounts and action plans as
stated in the Dam Safety Act, section 9
and the Dam Safety Decree, section 4
(dam owner or hoider)
O site pian (the fire authority and dam
owner or hoider)
COMMISSIONING NSPECTION
O starts with notification to the water and
environment district that construction
has begun
O ali items affecting dam safety are
assessed
O at least one fieid mspection before
starting to raise the water or other
impounded materials
O final statement and proposal for dam
qualification
SAFETY MONJTORING
PROGRAMME
O proposal in three copies to the water
and environment district, for a P dam
3 months and for other dams 2 months
before the dam is taken into use
O monitoring proper
O annual and regular inspections
O the National Board of Waters and the
Envfronment approves the programme
for P dams, and the water and envi—
ronment district those for N, 0 and T
dams
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APPENDIX 20. TERMS WITH EXPLANATIONS
DOCUMENTS
Completion documents Needed in dam maintenance and for assessing the dam
qualification, the completion documents of a dam listed in
Appendix 3 are the key design and construction docu—
ments.
Safety file Dam Safety The dam safety file is a collection of documents which
Act (DSA) section 5 and should contain ali the material significant for dam safety
Dam Safety Decree defined in section 2 of the DSD.
(DSD) section 2
Safety monitoring pro— The dam safety monitoring programme states how ali
gramme, DSA sections issues pertinent to dam safety should be monitored and
6—7 regularly inspected. The National Board of Waters and the
Environment (NBWE) may give more detailed instruc—
tions about compiling the monitoring programme.
Hazard risk assessment The hazard risk assessment is an estimate of the hazard
DSA, section 9 para— risk that the dam may pose m an accident, particuiariy to
graphs 1 and 3 the peopie and property in the downstream area. The
NBWE may, if the need arises, order the body who has
had the dam constructed or the dam owner or hoider to
acquire or draw up a hazard risk assessment. Further
instructions conceming the assessment may be issued by
the NBWE, if necessary.
Results of the hazard risk The resuits of the hazard risk assessment, which summar—
assessment, DSA section ize the damage, its extent and timetable, are the basis for
9 paragraph 1 the site pian drawn up by the fire authority. The results
shali be sent by the body which has had the dam con—
stiucted or the dam owner or hoider, who has acqufred
the assessment, to the NBWE and the water and environ—
ment district, provinciai govemment, regionai fire com—
mander and the municipal fire authority.
The dam owners The accounts and pians of the dam owner as listed under
accounts and action pians section 4 of the DSA form the basis of the fire authority’s
in the event of an acci— site pian
dent, DSA section 9
paragraph 2 and DSD
section 4
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Coordination pian (of the
fire and rescue service),
Fire and Rescue Service
Act section 7, Fire and
Rescue $ervice Decree
section 6 and D$A sec—
tion 9 paragraph 2
Site pian, Fire and Res—
cue Service Decree sec—
tion 6 and DSA section 9
paragraph 2
HYDROLOGICAL TERMS
High water ievel, HW
Low water Ievei, NW
Emergency high water
ievei, emergency HW
Technical low water
ievel, tech. NW
In a municipaiity the fire chief shaii draw up a compre—
hensive operational pian which includes the general prin—
cipies for operations in different accidents and basfc
information about the objects at special risk. The provin—
ciai govemment, in cooperation with the municipai
authorities, shail draft a pian for assistance and other co—
operation within the cooperation area inciudmg the
capabiiity of other authorities, bodies and private citizens
to participate in the fire—fighting and rescue operations.
The dams referred to in the DSA section 9 paragraph 2
are taken into account as hazard objects in the coordina—
tion pians of the iocal authorities and cooperation areas.
A site pian is drawn up as part of th coordination pian
under the direction of the fire authority for the dam
hazard referred to under section 9 paragraph 2 of the
DSA, on the basis of the accounts and plans of the dam
owner stated under section 9 of the DSA and section 4 of
the DSD.
High water ievel is the maximum water ievei during a
certain period. As a nale, it is the HW during 24 li (either
the daiiy average or that recorded once a day). In addition
to the water ievei data, the period should aiso be given
during which the data were collected and on which the
water ievel vaiue is based, e.g. 87.50 m (1960—1980).
Low water level is the minimum water ievei during a
certain period. In general it refers to the NW recorded
during 24 h. In addition to the water ievei data, the period
should aiso be given during which the date were coliected
and on which the water ievei vaiue is based, e.g. 86.50 m
(1960—1980).
Emergency high water ievei is the water levei which,
when exceeded, may cause changes in dam structures.
Technical iow water ievei is the iowest possible water
ievei structuraiiy allowed by spillways, syphons or natural
silis.
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Maximum discharge, HQ Maximum discharge is the highest discharge during a
given period. As a rule, it refers to the discharge during
24 h, but e.g. HQ (5 d) is the highest value of the mean
discharge of five consecutive days. lii addition to the
discharge data the period should also be given during
which the data were collected and on which the maximum
discharge value is based, e.g. 150 m3/s (1960—1980). Tf
the part of the water body under consideration is a lake or
other basin smoothing the flow peaks, the terms HQ
(inflow) and HQ (outflow) are used with reference to the
maximum discharge entering or leaving the basin, respec—
tively.
Hydrograph The hydrograph is a time curve of the discharge or the
water level, i.e. a curve that illustrates the discharge or
the water level on consecutive days, usually during flood
peaks.
Retum period, ftequency, Return period is a statistical term and means the period
1[fr during which a given HQ value is exceeded once on
average. For example “HQ (1/1000) is 200 m3/s” means
that a maximum discharge with a rate of at least 200 m3/s
wiIl occur on an average once in 1000 years.
Design flood Design flood is an inflow hydrograph corresponding to
the retum period chosen on the basis of the dam prop—
erties and safety classification, i.e. the time curve of the
inflow.
Design high water level Design high water level is the maximum water level that
occurs during the design flood, when the total discharge
capacity of the dam is in use, excluding the flow through
the power plant machinery.
Design oufflow Design outflow is the hydrograph of the dam oufflow
calculated ftom the design flood, the storage volume. of
the basin and the discharge capacity of spilways, with the
initial water level value determined by the mode of use of
the dam.
STRUCTURAL TERMS
Height of dam, DSD The height of a dam is the difference m height between
Section 1 the Iowest point on the external dam boundary and the
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highest design Jevel of the impounded substance. The
height of a submerged dam is calculated as the difference
iii height between the Iowest point on the external
boundary and the dam crest.
Submerged dam A submerged dam is a dam with water flowing over its
crest.
Waste dam A waste dam is a dam impounding wastes.
Freeboard Freeboard is the height difference between the highest
design level of the impounded substance and the dam
crest.
Safety margin The safety margin of a dam is the height difference
between the top of the core and the HW level.
DAM CLASSIFICATION TERMS
P dam Dams that may manifestly endanger human life or health
or manifestly seriously endanger the environment or
property are classified as P dams. They may be Iess than
three metres high.
N dam Dams that are not particularly dangerous as P dams and
which cannot be considered as only marginally dangerous
as 0 dams are classified as N dams.
0 dam Dams that pose only a minor hazard risk are classified as
o dams. A dam is considered as marginally dangerous if,
in the event of damage, it cannot manifestly endanger
human life or health or, minor damage excluded, the
environment or the property of another party.
1 dam Cofferdams subject to the provisions of the DSA are
classified as T dams.
SAFETY MOMTOfflNG TERMS
Commissioning The commissioning inspection examines the qualification
inspection of a dam iii terms of dam safety. The inspection may be
undertaken in several steps.
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Regular inspection
Annual inspection
Monitoring
Approval of the dam
safety monitoring pro—
gramme, DSA section 7
and DSD section 3
MISCELLANEOUS
Dam accident, DSA sec—
tion 3 paragraph 1, DSA
section 9 paragraph 2
Regular inspections are made of the P, N and 0 dams
subject to the provisions of the DSA at least once every
five years. Changes m the state of the dam, and changes
m conditions affecting the stability of the dam are then
examined on the basis of monitoring, field inspections and
completion data. Regular inspections also assess the
functionality of the action plans of the dam owner (DSA
section 9 paragraph 2).
Annual inspections are made of dams subject to the
provisions of the DSA once a year. It is then checked that
there have been no changes to the state or functioning of
the structures and facilities.
Monitoring is the continuous suweillance of the dam at
regular intervais.
The National Board of Waters and the Environment
approves the monitoring programme of P dams, and the
water and environment district that of N, 0 and T dams.
The monitoring programine is sent to the water and envi—
ronment district not later than two months before the dam
is taken into use. The monitoring programme of P dams,
however, is sent not Jater than 3 months.
A dam accident is an event in which the dam or auxiliary
facilities are damaged or subject to failure to such an
extent that the impounded substance is discharged or
liable to he immediately discharged.
Dam tenns and definitions are dealt with in greater detail
iii the Giossary of Technical Dam Terms published by
Suurpadot — Suomen osasto ry (Helsinki 1983) and m the
relevant literature.
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